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Relevant. Honest. Unfiltered. 
Online streaming hosts can get rid of any content they don’t like with 
a click of a mouse—and the major players absolutely don’t like guns. 

So, we made our own. RECOILtv is a streaming platform created to bring 
you only the best from testing the latest guns and gear, in-depth reviews 

and expert tutorials, partner-generated content, and loads more. 
RECOILtv is the premier authority for the content you want and deserve. 

RECOIL. Relevant. Honest. Unfi ltered.
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When it’s critical, 

accuracy is everything.  

AMERIGLO® TROOPER SETS

AMERIGLO® exists for one reason: 

to help protect hardworking, law-

abiding men and women from harm.

AMERIGLO® Trooper Sets Available in a 

LumiGreen or Orange Front Outline with 

Front and Rear Green Tritium 

AMERIGLO® TROOPER SETS
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1   GUN

GRAND POWER
STRIBOG SP9A3-S

  globalordnance.com

MSRP: $1,399

4   L IGHT

SUREFIRE
TURBO MINI SCOUTLIGHT PRO

  surefire.com

MSRP: TBD

2   OP TIC
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C
ONCEALMENT magazine began as 

a special issue spinoff of RECOIL 

in 2015. The fi rst few years saw 

just a few issues, ramping up to 

quarterly when it became clear that 

CONCEALMENT had its own unique fl avor 

within the brand. We then began offering 

subscriptions for the fi rst time right before the 

lockdown, and now in 2022 we’re pleased to 

announce we’ll publish six issues a year.

We fi nd ourselves entering our second year 

with COVID-19 as a disruptive force in our 

lives. The world of fi rearms is often prone to 

hyperbole, using cheap scare tactics to churn 

up emotions and increase sales. Despite what 

talking heads say, prior to COVID violent crime 

of all stripes was at a historic low in the United 

States — a tremendous decrease since the 

early 1990s. Lockdown, economic tensions, 

as well as political and civil unrest caused 

backslide, with some fi nding their once-safe 

neighborhoods suddenly a bit sketchy and bad 

areas becoming worse. 

This led to a historic high of people who 

decided to up their personal defense game. 

Yes, there’s a lot of new gun owners, but it 

also includes millions more casual gun owners 

who shifted their focus to defensive use. At 

the national level, fi rearms are completely 

embroiled in partisan politics, but it’s much 

different at the local and grassroots level. It’s 

only a matter of time before those in power 

fi nd their base has shifted — at least for those 

who can’t afford to live in exclusive zip codes.

We’re seeing some light at the end of the 

tunnel at local gun shops. Guns are defi nitely on 

the shelf again, and though ammunition is lagging 

behind, the worst seems to be behind us. 

As you look to bolster your personal security 

and get the opportunity to stock up on ammo 

again, be sure to set some aside specifi cally for 

drills and training — the most important part 

of the equation is always you.

By Dave Merrill

EDITOR’S LETTER

C O N C E A L M E N T 2 5
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Proudly Made in the USA

by American Workers.

MORE BADASS THAN THE BAD GUYS.

At Remington, your personal safety is our priority. So when 

it comes to defensive handgun rounds, Golden Saber®

Bonded is the gold standard. Exceptional weight retention. 

Reduced bullet nose diameter for precise bore alignment. 

Match-grade accuracy. It’s defense done right.

Remington.com

©2021 Remington Ammunition
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T3

T3 KIT BAG, GEN 3

 t3gear.com

DIMENSIONS: 23 by 18 by 11 inches

MSRP: $151

NOTES: T3 is owned and operated by a former U.S. 

Navy SEAL and it shows, especially with the 

T3 Kit Bag. This take on the classic aviator kit 

bag design modernizes the genre with smart 

touches and tough-as-nails construction. It 

features a wide, three-sided opening with 

diagonal zipper for quick access to the interior. 

Speaking of the inside, it’s lined with strips 

of 3-inch Velcro so you can attach optional 

pouches or other hook-and-loop backers. The 

outer later is made of thick 500-denier Cordura 

and has heavy-duty padded carry handles. 

This is a sturdy kit bag whether you’re headed 

to the range or on an off-road trip. Comes in 

various colors, including Black, MultiCam, and 

Ranger Green.

3

AIRO COLLECTIVE

STEALTH CARBON AND  
DIAMOND WALLETS

 airocollective.com

COLORS: Black

MSRP: $185

NOTES: Minimalists, rejoice! If you’ve used a binder 

clip to carry your ID, credit cards, and some cash, 

but feel embarrassed whipping it out during a 

business dinner at your favorite steak house, 

Airo Collective has just the wallet for you. Its new 

luxury line features a bifold design with slots for 

three to four cards on each side and a bungee loop 

with a handy pull tab in the crease to hold cash. 

The Carbon model is made of TPU-infused carbon 

fiber with a micro-diamond coating to protect 

the edges, and the Diamond variant is all leather 

with the same coating and polyethylene fibers for 

strength and durability. Just 2 to 3mm thick when 

empty and about 11mm when fully loaded, they 

practically disappear in your pocket.

4

5.11 TACTICAL

COALITION PANT

 511tactical.com

COLORS: Granola, Ranger Green, Volcanic

MSRP: $80

NOTES: If you couldn’t already tell, we’re 

big fans of products that can play double 

or triple duty. In the case of the Coalition 

Pant, it can meet your needs during a day 

at the range or a night out on the town. 

And, depending on color coordination and 

footwear selection, it could even work for 

a business casual setting. The straight-fit 

pant features a 9.5-ounce calvary twill 

that’s made from cotton (for softness and 

ruggedness) and just a bit of elastane (for 

flexibility when you need to crouch, kick, 

or sprint). It has eight pockets — including 

front thigh drop pockets and angled hand 

pockets — for all your EDC items.

2

GIANTMOUSE

ACE RIV – GREEN CANVAS 
MICARTA

 giantmouse.com

OAL: 5.75 inches

MSRP: $195

NOTES: We love big blades and we cannot lie. But 

sometimes we do like carrying little knives, 

too. And if you want a model that’ll cut above 

its weight every time while still being compact 

and classy, look no further than the ACE Riv. This 

little bad boy features a 2.44-inch blade made 

of Elmax — a premium steel that’s tough and 

rust resistant with incredible edge retention. It 

pops open with either the oval thumb-hole or the 

flipper tab, which doubles as a fingerguard once 

the blade’s out. While the titanium frame-lock 

handle is small (even for our medium-sized 

hands), it is ergonomic and aided by the grippy-

but-not-rough Micarta scales. The ACE Riv is 

petite, elegant, and versatile.

1
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SNAGGLE TOOTH TACTICAL

SnaggleToothAL

 snaggletoothmf.com

COMPATIBLE WITH: Various folding knives from 

Benchmade, Cold Steel, and more

MSRP: $23

NOTES: Whether it’s the Bram Frank Ramp or 

the original Emerson Wave Shaped Feature, a 

pocket-deploy knife has an integrated design 

feature that allows it to open virtually as quickly 

as a fixed blade. These designs are patented and 

result in higher price tags. Well, this affordable 

accessory lets you turn your favorite folding 

knife into a “pocket-opener.” The SnaggleToothAL 

is a screw-on modification that attaches to your 

knife’s thumb-stud and protrudes from the blade’s 

spine like, well, a snaggletooth. As you pull your 

folder out of your pants, the tooth catches on 

your pocket and opens the blade as you draw. 

Made in the USA from 6061 aluminum, this is an 

easy-to-install upgrade that lets you hot-rod your 

pocketknife without breaking the bank.

7

DELTA2ALPHA

NORWEGIAN NINJA SHIRT

 delta2alpha.com

COLORS: Black, Coyote Brown, Olive Green

MSRP: $60 Canadian / $47 American

NOTES: Worn as an extra layer in winter or as an 

outer layer in the spring, the right long-sleeve 

shirt can make all the difference to staying at 

a comfortable temperature. That’s why we’re 

quite fond of the Norwegian Ninja Shirt (which, 

despite the multicultural name, is designed 

in Canada). Made of thin waffle fleece, this 

top has a turtleneck with a deep zippered V 

opening and quick-dry sections in key spots 

to help regulate your temperature. Plus, there 

are strategically placed stretch panels for 

increased mobility. And the “ninja cuffs” 

keep your arms warm if you don’t have paw 

protection and hold your sleeves in place when 

you do slip on gloves. It’s a versatile shirt that 

looks good whether we’re training, shopping, 

or lounging.

6

PROME THEUS DESIGN WERX

R.A.P.

 prometheusdesignwerx.com

MATERIALS: Food-grade nontoxic silicone

MSRP: $18 for a 3-pack

NOTES: Whether it’s everyday carry (EDC) items 

like coins and charging cords or little training 

items like foam ear plugs, small accessories 

are easily lost unless you seal them up in 

Ziploc bags and tuck them into a pack’s pocket 

or sleeve. That’s where the RAP comes in. 

Also known as the Random Accessory Pod, 

this pouch is designed to hold miscellaneous 

objects — be they earphones, nitrile gloves, or 

batteries. Simply squeeze the RAP and a thin 

slit on one end opens wide — think Pac-Man 

eating power pellets. Simply release and the 

RAP snaps back to its compact oval shape, 

thanks to its durable yet flexible silicone body. 

Each three-pack comes with a pod in Flame 

Orange, Glow-in-the-Dark, and Universal Field 

Gray. 

8

CRIMSON TRACE

CT RAD MICRO PRO

 crimsontrace.com

BATTERY LIFE: 20,000 hours

MSRP: $ 275

NOTES: Rewind to a few years ago when skeptics 

said that red-dot sights (RDS) on daily carry 

pistols would be science fiction because 

they’re “too bulky, too expensive, and too 

unreliable,” etc. Well, fast-forward to today 

and companies like Crimson Trace are proving 

those failed futurists wrong with accurate, 

durable, and concealable RDS models. The CT 

RAD Micro Pro is a tiny open reflex sight for 

compact and subcompact pistols, featuring a 

red 3-MOA dot and a large quick-acquisition 

window. It detects when your firearm moves 

and automatically turns the reflex sight on, 

then shut off after 2 minutes of no movement. 

Plus, an ambient-light sensor adjusts the dot’s 

brightness against surrounding light. Using the 

CT RAD Micro Pro is like sci-fi, only it’s sci-fact.
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T
he markup was huge, but for 

a friend-price I was able to 

obtain a Raven MP-25 and 

a 50-round box of ammo 

for about $200. I may have 

grossly overpaid, but that was the 

only option I had as a 16-year-old 

New Yorker. 

I carried it illegally for a little over 

a year on the streets of New York and 

never had to use it. When I left for 

the Marine Corps at 17, I deposited 

it, a homebuilt .22 zip gun, and a 

single-shot 12-gauge into Jamaica 

Bay as I began my career as a profes-

sional shooter.

Another was scored for much less 

Reuniting with the Ring of Fire
BY MIKE SEARSON

allegedly manufacturing up to 35 per-

cent of the handguns in the U.S. and 

accounted for as much as 65 percent 

of the handguns used in crimes.

Many of these companies are now 

defunct or completely abandoned 

pistols chambered in .25 ACP for 

.380 ACP.

OPERATION

The MP-25 is a simple striker-fired 

blowback operated pistol. The sights 

are crudely molded into the zinc-alloy 

slide, and the trigger pull is typically 

in the 9- to 12-pound range. There’s 

no provision to lock the slide to the 

rear. At a public shooting range, you’ll 

be that guy (or gal) when you have to 

leave it unloaded on the bench with 

a spent piece of brass in the ejection 

port to show it’s unloaded.

Accuracy isn’t terrible, and at close 

range you can expect a 3- to 4-inch 

group. In spite of their low cost, they 

always seem to work and are quite 

reliable.

THE AWESOME

You can say what you want about 

these pistols’ materials, craftsman-

ship, cost, or caliber, but they seem 

to be reliable. This is the third model 

I’ve played with over a 35-year pe-

riod, and I’ve never experienced a 

failure to fire, feed, or eject with any 

of them. Others here have had the 

opposite experience. 

Recoil is non-existent on these 

little guns, and, due to their size, 

they’re very concealable.

THE OK

The safety on the Raven is hit or 

miss. On this particular sample, the 

slide can be moved rearward with the 

safety engaged. Later versions used a 

different type of safety.

Slide bite is very often a reality 

with these pistols, and the grip frame 

a few years later from a Navy corps-

man, who needed $50 more than he 

needed the Raven. It was eventually 

passed on to someone else, until this 

one was found years ago on Gunbro-

ker for the same price.

HISTORY

Raven Arms has a bit of a shadowy 

history. It was founded in 1970 by 

George Jennings to meet the de-

mand for cheap pistols created in 

the wake of the Gun Control Act of 

1968, which banned the importa-

tion of cheap pistols. Jennings would 

form other firearm companies that 

manufactured inexpensive pistols out 

of ZMak, a zinc-alloy. These com-

panies — Raven, Jennings, Bryco, 

Lorcin, Sundance, Davis, Phoenix, 

etc. — were commonly referred to as 

California’s Ring of Fire, as they were 

CRAP SHOOT

1 A / 2 A : M A K E  N O  L A W
R E C O I L W E B . C O M16

Small and simple, the 

Raven MP-25 may not win 

any beauty pageants, but 

it does function well.
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is pretty short. It can be hard to get a 

decent grip on it, especially if you’re 

drawing and firing under stress.

Spare parts not only are hard to 

find, but they also may not fit prop-

erly. These pistols had a 21-year run, 

until the factory burned down, and 

they were sold to another Ring of Fire 

company — needless to say, there 

are often variations on the internals. 

Grips can be problematic as they hold 

some parts in place, and when they 

crack or go bad, the only options are 

ill-fitting aftermarket grips or takeoffs 

from used and abused guns.

Ravens are pretty much disposable 

pistols.

THE AWFUL

ZMak pistols shouldn’t be exposed 

to high round counts or they’ll age 

like avocados. It’s also chambered in 

.25 ACP. A marginal round to begin 

with, in the post-COVID world, it may 

not hang in there. Defensive-round 

options have always been limited for 

this caliber, but now they seem non-

existent. Winchester XP rounds may 

LOOSE ROUNDS

As firearms enthusiasts, it can be 

easy to laugh at pistols such as the 

Raven. Many dismiss them as junk 

guns, “Saturday Night Specials,” 

arms for “the poors,” and any number 

of epithets. Critics can rightfully 

point to their use in crimes, and the 

statistics back it up.

But for many Americans who simply 

couldn’t afford a quality handgun, 

inexpensive pistols like this gave a 

small measure of comfort and may 

have literally made the difference 

between life and death for some, 

despite the anemic abilities of the 

round.

If you’re on an extreme budget and 

this is all you can afford, definitely 

see if you can find quality defensive 

ammunition first. There are better 

firearms for just a little bit more 

money. It has been quite some time 

since any major manufacturer has 

produced a pistol in .25 ACP, and 

this will be one of those calibers that 

completely disappears. 

not have disappeared from the local 

gun shop, but they’re no longer in the 

Winchester catalog.

There are other handguns cham-

bered in .25 ACP, and this caveat 

holds true for them as well.  

LOOSE ROUNDS

As firearms enthusiasts, it can be 

easy to laugh at pistols such as the 

Raven. Many dismiss them as junk 

guns, “Saturday Night Specials,” 

arms for “the poors,” and any number 

of epithets. Critics can rightfully 

point to their use in crimes, and the 

statistics back it up.

But for many Americans who simply 

couldn’t afford a quality handgun, 

inexpensive pistols like this gave a 

small measure of comfort and may 

have literally made the difference 

between life and death for some, 

despite the anemic abilities of the 

round.

If you’re on an extreme budget and 

this is all you can afford, definitely 

see if you can find quality defensive 

25 ACP

$504.75
INCHES

2.36
INCHES

15 OUNCES 6 ROUNDS

RAVEN ARMS

MP-25
PURCHASED FROM:

Gunbroker.com

CALIBER: WEIGHT 
UNLOADED: 

MAGAZINE 
CAPACITY: 

LENGTH: BARREL: PRICE PAID: 

C O N C E A L M E N T 2 5
17R E C O I L W E B . C O M

Tools of the trade for 

a dirtbag in NYC circa 

1985-1986: A Raven 

MP-25, Balisong knife, 

and of course some 

tunes for the Walkman or 

boom box.

The nickel plating on 

these guns is fairly thick 

to ensure it won’t rust 

on you.
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PHLSTER

ENIGMA EXPRESS

  phlsterholsters.com

FITS: Glock 19/43/48, Ruger LCR, SIG Sauer P365 series, Smith & Wesson J-frame, Springfield Armory Hellcat

MSRP: $149

NOTES:  About a year ago, PHLster launched the very unique Enigma 

system, essentially a concealment chassis for carrying a gun 

independent of your attire. It consists of an inner belt with a 

holster that you wear underneath your clothes, along with a leash 

that wraps around your leg to secure the holster in place when 

you move around or draw your gun. You can configure it to ride on 

your body wherever you’d like to maximize concealment while still 

providing good accessibility.

There are so many options and ways to customize the Enigma 

that it felt like you needed a PhD to assemble it. The new Enigma 

Express arrives fully assembled and ready to don, available for a 

select number of small semi-autos and revolvers. All you have to 

do is adjust lengths and positioning of the inner belt and leash. 

Once you have it dialed in, you can trim off the generous excess 

length provided by PHLster — don’t forget to leave extra in case 

you gain weight.

The belt and leash are made of nylon, with fancy fasteners 

that are secure, low profile, and easy to use. The Kydex holster 

is secured to a face plate made of Tegris, which is strong, light, 

flexible, and thin. It  tucks your gun tight against your body and 

minimizes printing. The Enigma Express is pretty smooth on the 

inside, so it’s not too bad to wear against bare skin, but your pis-

tol grip gets uncomfortable after a while, so an undershirt helps.

This is an effective system to carry a gun with all sorts of 

clothing that would otherwise make carry difficult, especially 

for women. It’s also a great option for deep carry, for maximum 

concealment even with some additional scrutiny.

OPTIONS
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WARCAT TACTICAL

IWB HOLSTER

  warcat.com

FITS: Glock, SIG Sauer, Smith & Wesson, Springfield Armory

MSRP: $18

NOTES:  Yes, you read that right — this is a fully featured concealment 

holster for just $18. Warcat Tactical is a new brand from the folks 

at Alien Gear Holsters, which explains how they can come out of 

the gate with inexpensive holsters with lots of features made with 

expensive polymer molds. Right now, they’re offering a single line 

of holsters designed for inside-the-waistband carry. The sweat 

guard extends all the way to the end of the slide for complete cover-

age, and the belt clip can be configured to adjust both ride height 

and cant, so you can set it higher or lower relative to your belt line 

and cant it forward or back to position the holster toward your 

back, side, appendix, or even crossdraw. You can order right- or 

left-handed models and 1.5- or 1.75-inch belt clips.

An optional claw and wedge are included with the holster. The 

claw pushes against the inside of your belt to tuck your pistol’s grip 

against your body, while the adhesive foam wedge fills in space 

between your body and the muzzle of the gun to pull the back of the 

gun toward your body.

The final option is for red-dot-equipped pistols. Rather than 

cutting out the top of the holster to clear an optic, Warcat adds a 

hood to the holster mold, protecting your optic and providing a nice 

smooth surface against your body. Our sample for the SIG P365 

was molded for SIG’s OEM optic-cut slide with the red-dot mounted 

at the rear of the slide, so unfortunately it’s not compatible with 

aftermarket slides that place the optic in front of the rear sight, 

such as our Grey Ghost Precision slide. Warcat typically designs 

its molds for OEM configurations, so double check your particular 

MRDS setup for compatibility.

The 2mm-thick polymer makes for a slim and comfortable holster, 

and the belt clip, claw, and wedge allow you to customize it to your body. 

In our testing, it worked well and concealed nicely. Not too shabby for $18.

1 A / 2 A : A N  E S T A B L I S H M E N T
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for red-dot-equiipped piistols. Rather than

the holster to clear an optiic, Warcat adds a

ld t ti ti d proviidiing a niice
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The 2mm-thiick polymer makes for a sliim and comfortable holster,

and the belt cliip, claw, and wedge allow you to customiize iit to your body.

In our testiing, iit worked well and concealed niicely. Not too shabby for $18.
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and cant iit forward or back to posiitiion the holster toward your hood to the holster moold, protectiing your optiic and

OPTIONS
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A Look at Home-Defense Setups of the Average Citizen
EDITED BY RECOIL STAFF

ROBERTO 
ALANIZ

have a Fenix PD 36 tactical fl ashlight to use with the 

handgun. Since I’m in earthquake country, I also have 

a Pelican 7060 fl ashlight on my bedside.

Explain your home defense philosophy. 

Crime is like progress — it eventually gets there. 

With that in mind, you need to prepare and train for

the possibility of an intruder entering your home. Use 

a weapon system you are comfortable with and train

with it. Always keep your bedside weapon in the same

place, so in the event you need it, you’re not trying 

to remember where you placed it last in the middle

of the night. Clean and oil your weapons regularly;

check your fl ashlights to ensure they’re charged prop-

erly. Don’t use the fl ashlight to illuminate a room, but

shine it in the eyes of the intruder, then take a few 

steps away from your original position, unless you’re 

in a position of advantage. Good command presence 

will discourage most intruders from further entering

the residence, and in the event they continue, you will

be prepared to defend yourself and loved ones.

Profession: 

Law enforcement; 40 years LAPD

Current job title or rank: 

Sergeant

Describe your residence and its occupants as it re-

lates to protective or defensive decision-making. 

I live in downtown Los Angeles in a 10-story building; 

my residence is on the seventh fl oor with the front 

door being the only real access into the residence. 

Living in the upper fl oors allows for better security, 

both with an intruder gaining access other than 

through the front door and from an opportunist door-

knocking unexpectedly. There’s 24-hour security in 

the lobby, and the elevators can’t be operated unless 

you have a key fob that’s provided only to residents 

of the complex. The local police station is only half 

a mile away, but with a busy urban setting in down-

town Los Angeles, the police response time averages 

fi ve to six minutes.  

How does your home/neighborhood environment 

affect your choice of home defense/bedside 

fi rearm and defense items? 

My decision to live at my current residence is based 

on the building security, which is 24-hour security 

with no access to the facility unless you have an as-

signed key fob. The elevators and amenities, includ-

ing the exercise facilities, all require a key fob, along 

with the doors along the stairways. However, these 

measures only minimize the chance of an intruder en-

tering the residence. Because I live in an apartment 

complex, I use a 9mm for home defense. 

Describe each of your home defense/bedside 

items.

Glock 43 with extended magazine 

DeSantis compact leather holster 

Fenix PD 36 tactical flashlight

Pelican 7060 flashlight

For bedside home defense, I use a 9mm Glock 43 

with an extended magazine for a total of nine rounds 

— two extra in the extension, six in the standard 

magazine, and one in the chamber. The sights are 

Trijicon for nighttime shooting. The weapon is too 

small to mount a SureFire-type lighting system, so I 
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MIA ANNUNZIATA
Profession: 

Aftermarket Automotive Performance

Current job title: 

Sales Support

Describe your residence and its occupants as 

it relates to protective or defensive decision-

making. 

I reside in a three-bedroom, two-story house along

with one other occupant. As the only person in the 

household with fi rearms training and experience, I do 

my best to stay prepared and alert. Our community

isn’t a high crime area, but I feel that good prepara-

tion is never a bad thing. Local law enforcement/EMS, 

from what I’ve seen, are very responsive in emergency 

situations, and I have faith in them. 

How does your home/neighborhood environment

affect your choice of home defense/bedside

fi rearm and defense items?

The homes in my neighborhood are relatively close to

each other, so for the most part I keep close-quarters

weapons nearby in my bedroom. I feel my setup,

consisting of a pistol, PCC, and rifl e, offers a strong

advantage in a variety of home defense situ tioadvantage in a variety of home defense situations.

Describe each of your home defense/bedside 

items. 

Smith & Wesson M&P Shield 9 Performance Center

This is actually my second Shield. I sold one a while 

back and regretted it ever since. It’s tiny and reliable, 

and one of my all-around go-to pistols.

CZ Scorpion Evo S3

Quite possibly the only reason I purchased this was 

to use it as a bedside gun. I fell in love with it soon 

after. The aftermarket support for these is strong, 

and I have mine set up almost perfectly for my needs. 

I love the feel of these, and they’re super light and 

easy to grab. Its size is perfect, and it can be folded, 

taking up very minimal space. 

FN FN-15

While I have several ARs, this is one of my favorites. 

In an extreme situation where this would be called 

into action, I’m extremely confi dent in this rifl e. I store 

this out of sight, but it’s kept close to my bed at all 

times and is always ready. 

Smith & Wesson M&P 3¼-inch blade

I’m not big into knives/blades but I do like the size 

and feel of this one. It’s a great backup and is 

extremely light. 

Explain your home-defense philosophy.

While I don’t anticipate a home defense situation hap-

pening, I do prepare and train for one. I believe that 

proper equipment and training is crucial for if/when 

the time comes that you have to protect the people 

and things you care about.

C O N C E A L M E N T 2 5
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CHARISSA 
LITTLEJOHN
  @charissa_littlejohn / Facebook.com/charissalittlejohnofficial

Profession:  

Entrepreneur 

Current job title:  

Co-founder / CEO of Littlegat Holsters

Describe your residence and its occupants as it relates to 

protective or defensive decision-making. 

I live in a single-family home with my husband (@theGatman) 

and our two small children. My husband is very experienced 

with firearms, but both our children are too young to operate 

them. We live in a quiet, safe neighborhood with security that 

drives by regularly. Law enforcement response times are said 

to be very good in my area, but I don’t depend on any im-

mediate help if there is an emergency, so we stay vigilant and 

practice safety at all times. I am my own first responder.

How does your home/neighborhood environment affect 

your choice of home defense/bedside firearm and defense 

items? 

Since we have our kids in the next room over and our neighbors 

are fairly close, in order to minimize over-penetration, I 

wouldn’t want to use a rifle caliber. I also prefer pistols since 

I can keep them in my bedside safe away from the kids. I also 

have a handheld light as well as a weapon-mounted light with 

a strobe function so I can have an advantage by disorienting 

the person trying to harm us. 

Describe each of your home defense/bedside items. 

M&P Shield Plus optics ready 9mm in my Littlegat holster 

Absolutely love the Shield Plus, and I’m very familiar with it 

since it’s my everyday carry. This firearm is either on me or in 

my safe, so I’m always protected.

 

Glock 17 with Rival Arms slide/barrel, TruGlo optic, and a 

Crimson Trace light/laser combo

I’ve always loved Glocks, especially the 17 — a great all-

around firearm. I have it set up specifically for home defense 

with a light attached, in case there’s a break-in at night. I 

never move this firearm (unless I’m using it at the range), so I 

know it’s always there ready to go.

Cold Steel AD-15 knife

I carry my knife with me everywhere. It’s a great tool and back 

up for self-defense. As soon as I get home, it goes straight 

into my safe along with my carry firearm.

SureFire Stiletto Pro

I wouldn’t want to give away my position and turn 

the lights on, so I want a light that has a strobe 

function so I can disorient an intruder. 

Vaultek

Ever since we had kids, we always keep our firearms 

locked in a safe. The Vaultek is quick and easy to 

access and is kept in arm’s reach on my nightstand. 

Explain your home defense philosophy.

I believe in being ready for anything that could bring 

harm to my family. Defending my home and loved 

ones has definitely become a top priority now that 

I’m a mother. While I can’t predict the future and 

there will be circumstances out of my control, I can 

still prepare as much as possible by keeping the 

doors locked, using a security system, having cam-

eras with alerts set up inside and outside, outdoor 

lighting, being cognizant of who is lurking or parking 

on our street, regularly going over emergency sce-

narios with my family, escape routes in place, and 

making sure my husband and I continue to improve 

our skills with a firearm. And once our children are 

older, we will teach them how to properly use a 

firearm and firearm safety as well. 
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JESSIE 
MCEUEN
Profession:  

Industrial Maintenance 

Current job title:  

Technician 

Describe your residence and its occupants as 

it relates to protective or defensive decision-

making. 

I live in a rural area dominated by forests and fields 

with a wife and child and share a farm with my im-

mediate family. We’re all like-minded folks in separate 

houses. Police reaction time here is pretty slow. They 

do what they can, but we definitely consider ourselves 

our own first responders. In regard to defense, we’ve 

built our houses with security in mind — integrated 

choke points and locations easily barricaded flow with 

the floor plans. We try to stay in touch and have es-

tablished means of comms for a variety of situations. 

How does your home/neighborhood environment affect 

your choice of home defense/bedside firearm and 

defense items? 

Of course, being in a rural area usually calls for the 

use of a rifle. Most trespassing is perpetrated by four-

legged assailants. However, in terms of bedside “go 

to” firearms, I like something that I can grasp in an 

instant, with minimal movement, that’s maneuverable 

in a confined space, as well as operable via one hand. 

This allows me one free hand, if need be, to carry a 

kid, a fire extinguisher, or a telephone whilst calling 

authorities. All this usually puts a pistol in my hand 

when things go bump. 

Describe each of your home defense/bedside 

items.

FN FNX45 Tactical

A workhorse of a gun, this .45 allows me 15+1 capac-

ity and ambidextrous functions.  The Trijicon silencer 

sights are easy to align in pitch black conditions. I 

added a Vortex Venom 3 MOA red dot to enhance an 

already awesome sight package, as well as a Stream-

light TLR1s weapon light featuring a strobe setting 

because bad guys tend to work in the dark.  

Ka-Bar Jarosz series folding knife

Super smooth, quick opening EDC pocketknife, be-

cause you never go anywhere without a knife.

Walker’s Game Ear ear pro (for the whole family)

Seems trivial, but modern muffs provide Superman-

level hearing. With these, I can hear a mouse trip over 

a cotton ball in the next room.

House key

If ever investigating a noise outside, I always lock the 

door behind me to secure my family inside, where the 

wife is on ready with her carbine. Also, if things get 

sticky, this would allow me access to retreat to other 

doors and buildings around the property. 

Telephone 

Simply put: Comms are important. I like to have a 

landline handy to call in the cavalry if need be.

Explain your home defense philosophy. 

I think training is key and time behind the trigger is 

priceless. We’ve set up a range on our land where we 

can train at home as a family unit. This gives me a 

chance to see what actually works. If something works 

and is plausible, I try to employ it. If not, I find a better 

way. Also, I try not to romanticize too much over the 

cool factor. If zombies are eating my dogs in the back 

30, then I’d stow the pistol and rifle up with a plate 

carrier and a hatchet, but realistically more home inva-

sions will end up with you operating in your skivvies 

with whatever you can access in a couple of seconds.
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DANIEL 
REEDY

@primerpeak

Profession: 

Aircrew Training

Current job title: 

Intelligence Specialist

Describe your residence and its occupants as 

it relates to protective or defensive decision-

making. 

My house is a single-story home, located at the 

corner of a three-way intersection. The house is in a 

suburban neighborhood within a quarter mile of police 

and fi re stations, making for short response times. 

Neighboring homes are higher up, giving relatively 

safe backstops, excepting streets on two sides of the 

home. The master bedroom sits at the back of the 

house, with a 10-yard-long hallway leading into the 

kitchen and living area. With just one large dog and 

my wife to account for, things are fairly straightfor-

ward. 

How does your home/neighborhood environment 

affect your choice of home defense/bedside 

fi rearm and defense items?

One of the biggest factors in choosing defensive 

tools is ensuring that my wife is familiar with their 

operation. Previously, I used an AR-15 in this role 

but swapped to a pump-action shotgun due to her 

preference and greater familiarity. Local politics 

are favorable to guns, and my area is unlikely to 

experience widespread unrest, which helps alleviate 

concerns along those lines. Things around here are 

quiet, and anything outside petty crime is rare. While 

overpenetration is always a concern, the topography 

of the area and interior design of the house helps to 

mitigate these problems. 

Describe each of your home defense/bedside 

items.

Mossberg Maverick 88 stored cruiser-ready, with 

18.5-inch barrel, Streamlight TLR-Racker lighted 

forend, Esstac 6-round shot card, Magpul SGA 

stock, Federal Flite Control 8-pellet buckshot.

The shotgun is known for its unmatched ability to 

stop threats with a single shot. With excellent wound 

ballistics, a simple manual of arms, and enough 

ammunition on board to mitigate threats known to my 

area, it allows both my wife and me to be prepared 

for any bump in the night. The SGA stock reduces 

length-of-pull to an appropriate amount for both of us. 

White light allows us to illuminate down the hallway to 

see potential threats. Flite Control ensures all pellets 

stay on target well outside of distance constraints of 

our home.  

Modlite 18350 handheld with OKW head 

and Thyrm Switchback

The Modlite OKW offers incredible ability to 

both positively ID and deny information to 

threats, thanks to its 69,000 candela. This 

ensures that nobody gets a gun pointed at 

them unnecessarily and works well with 

single-handed pistol shooting techniques 

thanks to the Thyrm Switchback.

Glock 34 with Aimpoint ACRO, loaded with 

17+1 rounds of Federal HST 124-grain JHP

The Glock 34 is my daily carry pistol. It 

claims a seat on the bedside table every 

night and returns to its holster every morn-

ing. 17+1 rounds of 124-grain Federal HST 

is known for its reliability and effectiveness, 

should I ever need a free hand within the 

home, thereby making the shotgun unusable. 

Explain your home defense philosophy.

My typical home defense philosophy is the 

traditional hunkering-down approach. Our 

bedroom is at the rear of the house, giving 

clear sight lines to the front, rear, and 

garage entrances of the home. From here, I 

can ensure my family stays safe, while wait-

ing for police response. Verbal commands 

and powerful lights hopefully act as deterrents, with 

highly capable fi rearms backing those up if necessary. 

Multiple walls and utilities help fortify our bedroom 

should any ne’er-do-well decide to return fi re. We’ve 

rehearsed our home defense plans repeatedly to help 

avoid any “deer in the headlights” moments. Both 

my wife and I are dedicated to training to improve 

our skills, from fi rearms to empty handed techniques, 

managing unknown contacts, and more. 

mitigate these problems. 

our skills, from fi rearms to empty handed techniques, 

managing unknown contacts, and more. 
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g-sight.com

PROPACK

9MM   .45ACP   .40S&W

.380ACP    10MM    12 GAUGE

.357 SIG    MAKAROV   .45 LONG COLT

 

Available Calibers

SCAN ME

OVER 150,000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 

VOTED #1 LASER TRAINING SYSTEM
New state of the art FREE mobile app



Profession: 

Aspiring writer, amateur philosopher, and gear geek

Current job title: 

Grand Pubah of Zantos Solutions

Describe your residence and its occupants as it re-

lates to protective or defensive decision-making. 

I live in a two-story log cabin located in a rural area 

with my wife and two dogs, and we all sleep in the 

same room so in the middle of the night anyone 

outside the master bedroom is uninvited. We also 

live in an unincorporated area, so despite the best of 

intentions, the response from emergency services is 

going to be a while.

How does your home/neighborhood environment 

affect your choice of home defense/bedside 

fi rearm and defense items?

My neighbors are great, and all have a decent amount 

of acreage; also living on a larger piece of property, 

the potential distances that could be involved in 

defensive situations are not just related to the interior 

of my house but my whole property. The rear of my 

property is marked by a river and diffi cult terrain to 

ascend. Finally, my house being made of decent size 

logs and the natural terrain means I don’t have the 

normal over-penetration concerns.  

Describe each of your home defense/bedside 

items.

Custom AR-15 pistol with 5.56 Royal Arms lower, 

Gibbz Arms side charging upper, Centurion Arms 

12.5-inch barrel, Geissele Mk16 forend, Silencer 

is my current EDC knife, as it’s well made and not too 

expensive (compared to other knives I’ve carried), and 

the pen was a gift from a friend (I’m old fashioned; I 

still write things down).

Explain your home defense philosophy. 

“Prepare to self-rescue; help is 30 seconds out.” My 

home defense philosophy is defense in depth. I live in 

Co Omega 300 silencer, PEQ-15, Reptilia Torch 

18350 body with Modlite PLH-V2 head, both with 

Modlite Modbuttons, Unity Tactical Riser with 

Vortex UH1-2

Wilson EDC X9-9mm with SureFire XC1 and modi-

fi ed G-Code holster 

Valhalla Tactical Baldr 18350 body, SureFire KE2-

DF head, old-school SureFire clickie tail cap

Zero Tolerance knife

Hardcore Hardware Australia pen

My primary AR pistol continues to evolve; I run a non-

reciprocating side charger due to disabilities. Data 

says 11.5 to 12.5 inches works best for short AR-15 

platforms, and my Centurion Arms barrels have been 

great performers. The PEQ-15 and Modlight PHV-2 

provide necessary illumination, whether white light 

or under night vision. The Wilson EDC X9 gives me a 

double-stack 9mm in a Glock 19 size package with 

the famous 1911 trigger. The Valhalla Baldr 18350 

body has a built-in pocket clip for when I need it, and 

the SureFire is a good general-use head that uses 

the same battery as my carbine. The Zero Tolerance 

TREVOR 
ZANTOS

@zantossolutions

Modlite Modbuttons, Unity Tactical Riser with 

Wilson EDC X9-9mm with SureFire XC1 and modi-

Valhalla Tactical Baldr 18350 body, SureFire KE2-

My primary AR pistol continues to evolve; I run a non-

reciprocating side charger due to disabilities. Data 

says 11.5 to 12.5 inches works best for short AR-15 

platforms, and my Centurion Arms barrels have been 

great performers. The PEQ-15 and Modlight PHV-2 

provide necessary illumination, whether white light 

or under night vision. The Wilson EDC X9 gives me a 

normal over-penetration concerns.  

Describe each of your home defense/bedside 

items.

Custom AR-15 pistol with 5.56 Royal Arms lower, 

Gibbz Arms side charging upper, Centurion Arms 

12.5-inch barrel, Geissele Mk16 forend, Silencer 

the pen was a gift from a friend (I’m old fashioned; I 

still write things down).

Explain your home defense philosophy. 

“Prepare to self-rescue; help is 30 seconds out.” My 

home defense philosophy is defense in depth. I live in 

body has a built-in pocket clip for when I need it, and 

the SureFire is a good general-use head that uses 

the same battery as my carbine. The Zero Tolerance 

a rural area whose population generally own guns, 

and you have to really want to get to where I live. My 

property is fully fenced, and I have two larger dogs 

that like their home and humans. Not only do I think 

it’s my moral responsibility to defend myself, my 

loved ones, and my community, but as referenced 

above, emergency services are not close at hand.
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CASIO

PROTREK PRW-3500-1

  CASIO.COM

BEZEL SIZE: 46mm

WEIGHT: 3.1 ounces

MSRP: $330

The Casio ProTrek PRW-3500-1 can’t pair 

with your smartphone, has a simple LCD dis-

play, and won’t display your texts. It’s not a 

smartwatch, but it certainly isn’t dumb, with 

a whole host of sensors and functionality. 

It’s amazing that not so long ago, its feature 

set would be considered advanced, but now 

they’re seen as old-school watches. 

While Casio makes smartwatches, as well 

as other traditional-looking ProTrek watches 

with Bluetooth connectivity, this particular 

one is completely standalone. It has three 

built-in sensors: a barometer to sense 

changing weather conditions, an altimeter 

to determine your altitude, and a compass 

to provide accurate direction readings. You 

won’t need to set the clock, as it picks up 

atomic clock signals to keep highly accurate 

time. Nor do you need to worry about batter-

ies, as the watch is very power-efficient and 

contains a large-capacity solar battery — and 

even if you were trapped underground in the 

dark, it’d still last for up to five months (no, 

we didn’t test this, but if we ever hire some 

interns, we will).

It also includes an on-board thermometer, 

though it’ll get thrown off by your body heat 

if you’re wearing it. Naturally, the ProTrek 

includes a full suite of timekeeping and 

timing functions, from world time and time 

zone support to calendars and alarms, plus a 

stopwatch and countdown timers. The simple 

backlit, black-on-white LCD display is easy to 

read, though it’d be nice if it were larger to 

display more data.

The resin case is beefy and robust, water 

resistant to an impressive 200 meters, and 

adorned with a stainless steel rotary bezel 

with directional markings to help you track 

your bearings. The urethane watchband is 

comfortable, though it can be a little fussy to 

remove at times.

The PRW-3500 can’t connect to anything 

or run any apps for you. But it’ll provide es-

sential data in the field and will probably run 

until the end of time. 
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though it’ll get thrown off by your body heat
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zone support to calendars and alarms, plus a

stopwatch and countdown timers. The simple
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GARMIN

TACTIX DELTA SOLAR EDITION WITH 
BALLISTICS

  GARMIN.COM

BEZEL SIZE: 51mm

WEIGHT: 3.5 ounces

MSRP: $1,400

If the Pathfinder is a sweet all-mechanical 

FJ40 Land Cruiser and the Apple Watch a 

smarter-than-you Tesla, the Garmin Tactix 

Delta is a badass Mercedes-AMG G-wagon. 

Garmin makes a whole suite of smartwatches 

tailored for specific users, from pilots to 

divers to racers — the Tactix shown here 

is made specifically for tactical users, with 

some pretty wild features.

At its core, the Tactix Delta is based on 

Garmin’s Fenix 6 series of smartwatches, but 

it’s gone through BUD/S and Selection. It has 

so many features that we could fill an entire 

book with them, so we’ll focus on what makes 

it so unique. In addition to typical features 

like health, fitness, notifications, mobile pay-

ments, music, and sports/activity tracking (a 

truly bewildering number of them), it has al-

titude, barometer, and compass sensors plus 

numerous features for tactical operations. 

The display dims low enough to see with 

night vision, and a Jumpmaster mode with 

HAHO, HALO, and static modes calculates 

high-altitude release points and helps with 

navigation. GPS is built-in to the watch, with 

bundled maps for positioning, navigation, 

and waypoints, tapping into GPS, GLONASS, 

and Galileo systems for better performance. 

Military users will appreciate support for lati-

tude/longitude and MGRS formats, as well as 

stealth mode, which immediately disables all 

wireless signals and GPS tracking. If you’re 

really in deep sh*t, whether on a sensitive 

operation or with your spouse, a custom set 

of button presses acts as a kill switch to com-

pletely wipe all the data on the device.

There are two options on the Tactix Delta: 

solar charging ($200) and an Applied Bal-

listics Elite solver ($300). They all come with 

a bombproof sapphire crystal lens and DLC-

coated steel bezels, along with two bands 

to choose from. The display is an always-on 

transreflective color LCD with backlighting. 

It’s nowhere near as bright and clear as the 

Apple and Samsung OLED displays, nor does 

it have touch capability, but it’s way more 

energy efficient. In smartwatch mode, Garmin 

rates the Tactix at up to 21 days indoors and 

24 days with solar charging. Running GPS 

continuously will drop you to 15 to 16 hours. 

Various battery saving modes can stretch life 

out to almost four months. With regular daily 

civilian use and infrequent GPS usage, we 

charged about every three to four weeks (via a 

proprietary charging cable, a slight annoy-

ance) and appreciated the remaining battery 

life gauge.

The Applied Ballistics app is fully fea-

tured, with customizable profiles, AB bullet 

database, environmental data from internal 

or external sensors, ballistic solver, and range 

and target cards. You can even wirelessly pair 

certain rangefinders with it to automatically 

calculate ballistic solutions. 

We’ve run out of space to talk about the 

Tactix Delta, so suffice it to say this thing is 

an absolute beast with a price tag to match. 

If it’s a bit too rich for your blood, you could 

look at a Fenix 6X Sapphire for similar 

Garmin goodness without the extra tactical 

features at an MSRP of $800, though at that 

point, you might just pony up the extra hundy 

for the base Tactix Delta. 
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THE
SAR9 CSAR9 CSAR9 C

SAR USA Trims Their 
Turkish Flagship

BY TOM MARSHALL
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range of small arms for both civilians, 

military, and law enforcement — not 

just in Turkey, but in 78 countries 

throughout NATO and around the 

world. Our initial experience with the 

SAR9 was wholly positive. It was, at 

time of release, priced at $450 for 

a full-size (4.4-inch barrel, 17-round 

capacity) 9mm striker gun that lacked 

for no major features, down to for-

ward slide serrations, Picatinny rail, 

interchangeable backstraps, and even 

an ambidextrous manual safety — if 

that’s a thing you’re into. 

It went bang every time, with every 

brand and bullet weight of ammo we 

could scrounge up. While the initial 

idea of yet one more, black polymer 

striker-fi red nine-mil wasn’t anything to 

wake up early for, we were fully satis-

fi ed with its performance and pleas-

antly surprised with the ergonomics. 

Enough so that we were interested in 

looking at the newer SAR 9 Compact, 

W
ay, way back in

CONCEALMENT Issue 9, 

we examined the SAR9 

pistol — a blaster we 

affectionately dubbed the 

“Franken-striker,” as it seemed to meld 

together some of the best features from 

across the far reaches of the striker-

fi red pistol market. More recently, we 

wrung out their carry-optimized update, 

the SAR9 C.

A BRIEF RECAPÉ

For those who missed the previous 

SAR9 review, SAR USA is the import 

partner of a Turkish company known 

as Sarsilmaz, which has been around 

since the late 1800s producing a full 

C O N C E A L M E N T 2 5
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The SAR9 C’s trigger 

features a red accent 

square at the back that 

also indicates trigger 

travel.

to see what their take 

on a carry-specifi c pistol 

looked like.

CLIPPING THE SAR 9

The most obvious change from 

the SAR9 to the 9 C was its overall 

size footprint. Sarsilmaz followed 

what’s now the industry-accepted size 

conventions. Where the full size has a 

4.4-inch barrel and 17-round capacity, 

the Compact has a 4-inch barrel and 

15-round capacity. They also deleted 

the manual safety. We didn’t have a 

problem with it being there, per se. 

But we also feel that if a pistol is built 

properly, it’s also not necessary on a 

striker-fi red pistol. 

What we’re more curious about is 

the lack of optics-mounting ability, 

especially since they offer a version of 

their full-size pistol that comes with 

a red dot mounted and 

zeroed from the factory. 

We also don’t know of anyone 

currently advertising milling services 

for the SAR9 slide. If you already have 

a machine shop you frequent for such 

things, you may be able to convince 

them to solve the problem, but we’ve 

not seen anyone add it to their menu. 

How deeply this affects you depends 

wholly on your commitment to carrying 

a dot-equipped pistol. 

While the concept has grown expo-

nentially in popularity, it’s not univer-

sal. If it’s not a hard requirement for 

you, then the SAR9 C will do just fi ne. 

It should also be noted that the iron 

sight setup on our test gun appeared to 

utilize Glock-patterned front sights with 

an M&P pattern rear dovetail. Both have 

a healthy aftermarket for fi ber optic, 

tritium, and adjustable sight options, 

which does give you some fl exibility 

for shooter preference, optics notwith-

standing.   

The grip also features interchange-

able backstraps and includes three size 

options in the box. This is a nice touch 

that gives you a great ability to fi nd your 

Goldilocks hand fi t, which is critical for 

a carry or defensive duty gun. 

ROUNDS DOWNRANGE

The SAR9 C runs almost identically 

to its slightly bigger brother. If we really 

focused hard, we thought maybe we 

Interchangeable 

backstraps and medium 

texturing leave little 

need for improvement to 

the grip.
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could feel a slightly snappier recoil 

impulse — a function of physics more 

than design changes — but even that 

was entirely subjective and not consis-

tent. If you’ve ever shot any polymer-

framed 9mm pistol, you’ll be right at 

home behind the SAR9 C. The trigger 

didn’t raise any eyebrows but was far 

from the worst we’ve ever experienced. 

It tripped our Lyman digital gauge con-

sistently between 6 and 6.5 pounds, 

right on par for a factory striker trigger 

and not especially heavy. The trigger 

glides through its fi rst ¼ inch of travel 

before hitting a hard wall that stacks 

steadily with some grit for another 

¼ inch, then breaking just past the 

6-pound mark. The recoil spring feels 

notably heavier than others in this 

size/caliber class but, even still, the 

oversized slide-release lever was easy 

to actuate with the strong thumb dur-

ing reloads. 

On the fl ip side, the SAR9 C’s two 

included factory mags come equipped 

with thick, solid metal base plates. 

These essentially guaranteed immedi-

ate, consistent free-fall out of the grip 

as soon as the release button is acti-

vated — an especially helpful feature 

as dropped mags became 

increasingly 

included factory mags come equipped 

with thick, solid metal base plates. 

These essentially guaranteed immedi-

ate, consistent free-fall out of the grip 

as soon as the release button is acti-

ate, consistent free-fall out of the grip 

as soon as the release button is acti-

vated — an especially helpful feature 

as dropped mags became 

increasingly 

caked in desert dust over the course 

of range practice. Should you want a 

couple of extra rounds on tap, full-

sized SAR9 mags are compatible. 

There are even extended 19-rounders 

available through SAR’s website. Addi-

tional mags are a little more expensive 

than we’d like, at $35 to $45 each, 

depending on capacity. But they’re full-

metal construction and are pretty beefy 

all around. So we doubt they’ll wear 

out in any short order, and the money 

you save buying a SAR9 pistol over its 

competitors should leave you a little 

extra scratch for those backup sticks. 

If you’ve ever shot any 
polymer-framed 9mm 
pistol, you’ll be right at 
home behind the SAR9 C.

There’s no denying the 

familiar appearance of 

the internals, but the 

formula is tried-and-true 

with SAR’s example being 

no exception.

Breakdown and mainte-

nance of the SAR9 C is 

ridiculously simple. 

Note the thick metal base 

plates on the included 

mags. Empty mags 

practically leap out of 

the gun.
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tried it in a semi-universal light-bear-

ing pistol holster, the MSP Pro Series 

from Tier 1 Concealed. This holster, 

designed with input from Scott “Jedi” 

Jedlinski of Modern Samurai Project, 

is a near-universal holster that relies 

on the weapon light for retention as 

opposed to the trigger guard.

Unfortunately, even though the 

SAR9 C features a Picatinny rail 

slot on its dust cover, it’s too short 

to accommodate a SureFire X300, 

Streamlight TLR-1, or even the demure 

TLR-7A, which ships with six differ-

ent mounting “keys” to accommodate 

different rail sizes and frame lengths. 

But none of the keys we had on hand 

would allow the TLR-7A to clamp down 

on SAR9 C’s frame. We’re not saying 

there isn’t a light that’ll mount on this 

pistol; we just didn’t have one on hand 

that worked. 

At the end of the day, we’d liken 

the SAR9 C to the Dodge Neon of 

defensive pistols. It won’t impress your 

friends. You won’t have (m)any options 

The SAR9 C checks 

all required boxes for 

ergonomics, simplicity, 

and form factor.

to trick it out. But it goes bang reli-

ably and checks all the right boxes: a 

customizable grip with solid texturing, 

iron sights of a pattern with multiple 

aftermarket options, a not overly heavy 

trigger that’s relatively clean and very 

consistent, ready to accept a weapon 

light (though we’re not sure which 

one), and seemingly built with hard 

use in mind out of the box. However, 

the lower-than-average MSRP of $452 

does come with some trade-offs in 

terms of holster and light compatibility 

and lack of optic-mounting options. 

Having said that, if you’re in need of 

a hearty car, truck, or dresser drawer 

gun, the SAR9 C delivers a no-frills 

solution at moderate cost. 

DROPPED SHOTS

For a pistol that’s ideally midsized 

for concealed carry, we were disap-

pointed to learn that there are no 

existing holster options for it. We were 

told that it should fi t universal-style 

holsters, but, frankly, we’d hesitate to 

recommend such a rig for defensive 

carry. You might be able to get it into 

some Glock 19-patterned holsters, 

but the SAR’s trigger guard features a 

rather fashionable, sweeping rearward 

slant that changes its shape enough 

that this is an unlikely match. We even 
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1995

2022

THAT WAS THEN.

THIS IS NOW. 

1995

2022
SUREFIRE TURBO SERIES lights emerged in the 1990s when end-user feedback led us to create illumination tools that 
stretched every lumen of our classic incandescent lamps to astonishing distances. In 2022, our all-new Turbo Series is once 
again pushing the limits, offering up to 71,000 candela of intense, tightly focused light capable of reaching out to extreme 
distances. Just like when we pioneered high-candela illumination tools two decades ago, this equipment is engineered to take 
a beating and thrive in any environment. Some things never change.



A Ported Glock 45 with Subdued Looks 

and No-Holds-Barred Performance
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Precision Arms in Goodyear, Arizona. 

SWP machined the factory slide using 

a Battle X2 pattern — a prototype at 

the time, but now a standard offering 

— that includes knurled areas at the 

front and rear, chamfered edges, and 

side pockets. A variety of additional 

options are available; we went with 

a direct-mount Holosun 509T slide 

cut (no adapter plate required) and a 

window at the top of the slide. That 

window leads us to our favorite feature, 

SWP’s Shoot Flat porting. A series of 

10 small ports were drilled into the 

factory barrel; unlike compensators or 

large single ports, these allow gases 

to bleed off gradually as the round 

travels down the barrel. The result is 

a recoil impulse that feels astonish-

real estate and 17+1 capacity while re-

taining the compact G19-length slide.

As with most Glocks, the G45 can 

tap into the near-infi nite supply of 

aftermarket components, but this 

comes with a challenge: restraint. 

We’ve all seen builds that look like the 

gun equivalent of a ’93 Honda Civic 

with an oversized muffl er and glued-on 

chrome accents from Pep Boys. So, 

when we decided to hot-rod this Glock, 

our goal was an end result that was 

clearly custom but remained tasteful.

The build began at Southwest 

A
ny time the subject of carry 

guns comes up online, it’s a 

matter of time until someone 

mentions the Glock 19. In 

many cases, it seems to have 

become the default answer — but we 

shouldn’t have to tell you that a G19 

isn’t always the “perfect” answer. 

Users with larger hands may fi nd its 

compact frame too small for com-

fort, especially without trigger guard 

undercuts and other frame mods. In 

these cases, the Gen 5 G45 is a more 

sensible option, offering increased grip 

LOW-VISLOW-VISLOW-VISLOW-VIS
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Due to the Holosun 

509T’s unique footprint, 

many users install it with 

an RMR footprint adapter, 

but that increases height 

over bore. It wasn’t 

necessary for this build, 

since SWP milled a 509T 

dovetail mount directly 

into the factory slide.

mixed up a custom shade of gray KG 

Gunkote, topping it off with pre-

cisely masked black accents. Finishing 

touches include a set of plain black, 

optic-height Ameriglo GL-429 iron 

sights from Brownells, as well as a low-

profi le Have Blue magwell and serrated 

aluminum slide plate from Overwatch 

Precision. The fi nal component was a 

Streamlight TLR-7A, which sits fl ush 

with the muzzle for comfortable every-

day carry.

In the end, we’re very happy with the 

understated two-tone look of this build 

and even happier with its functionality. 

The fi ne-tuned trigger makes it easy to 

put rounds on target in quick succes-

sion, and the Shoot Flat porting tames 

the recoil to the point that bystanders 

at matches and courses have (some-

ingly smooth and predictable. With the 

recommended addition of a 15-pound 

recoil spring, our G45 has continued 

to run fl awlessly with a variety of range 

and defensive ammo.

Although SWP offers refi nishing ser-

vices, we opted to have the raw slide 

and barrel sent to P4 Coatings in Tuc-

son, Arizona, since there were many 

modifi cations ahead. P4 Coatings 

performed custom framework based on 

our requests, including grip stippling 

with recessed borders, stippled index 

areas above the trigger guard, and a 

double undercut. P4 also installed a 

fl at-face Overwatch Precision TAC trig-

ger, which was meticulously polished 

along with the connector and safety 

plunger. Combined with Wolff plunger 

and striker springs, this produced a 

crisp sub-3-pound trigger pull and 

short, positive reset.

With the frame and trigger work 

complete, our Glock was ready for a 

new fi nish. Rather than simply use 

an off-the-shelf color, P4 Coatings 

what jokingly) called it cheating. There 

will always be those who claim that 

porting is impractical for a long list of 

dubious reasons — a topic we plan to 

address more conclusively in a future 

article — but we have yet to meet one 

person who wasn’t impressed by its ef-

fectiveness after trying this particular 

build. Case in point, we took it out to a 

Fieldcraft Survival intermediate hand-

gun course to break it in and ended up 

top shooter of the class. Not bad for a 

maiden voyage. 
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Stribog SP9A3-S: Yes*, It Takes Glock Mags
BY DAVE MERRILL
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nice integral fl ip-up sights that can be 

used in the down position.

Stribog has mostly gotten ergonom-

ics right from the very beginning, with 

mirrored or ambidextrous controls 

everywhere. It would be nice to see a 

shorter throw on the safety selector, 

which takes a 90-degree throw. 

By a large margin, the most cel-

ebrated upgrade isn’t the new operat-

ing system, but the non-reciprocating 

charging handle. A lot of folks busted 

their thumbs and had problems with 

barricades using the A1. No more, 

and, in fact, it’s rather comfortable to 

hang a thumb over the charging handle 

while shooting. It can also be swapped 

to either side, especially nice as 

there’s not much north of the chamber 

on the SP9A3-S to hang onto.  

A common consumer complaint 

about the SP9A1 was the trigger, 

which was serviceable but not great. 

Grand Power addressed this with a 

new flat-faced trigger that breaks at 

4.5 pounds. 

The Stribog A3 has the same giant 

feed ramp as the A1, but the bolt 

has been modified to feed from both 

double- and single-feed magazines.

A
regular blowback 9mm pistol-

caliber carbine is lazy and 

kinda lame. Chonky bolts, 

heavy springs, and bad sup-

pressed. But they’re also easy 

to make, which goes a long way to ex-

plain their proliferation. Grand Power’s 

fi rst venture into the PCC arena was 

the Stribog SP9A1 (see RECOIL Issue 

42), and yup, it has simple blowback 

operation. The roller-delayed follow-

up, the Stribog SP9A3, hit American 

shores at the beginning of 2020.

Here we have the latest, the 

SP9A3-S; the “S” is for “short.” In 

this case, the barrel is just 5.5 inches 

long with a lonely single M-LOK slot 

on either side of the handguard. At 

barely over a foot long (12.5 inches), 

the Stribog SP9A3-S moves from the 

PDW category to “compact PDW.” 

FEATURES & UPDATES

Aesthetically, you won’t notice too 

many exterior differences between the 

SP9A1 and SP9A3, with the exception 

of the stubby barrel of the SP9A3-S 

— same boxy extruded aluminum re-

ceiver, AR-ish two-pin trigger module, 

and replaceable fi xed ejector. Plus, the 
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MAGS MAGS MAGS

Grand Power regularly updates and 

releases new magazines, which makes 

some nervous but shouldn’t. It shows 

Grand Power is invested in continual 

improvement. The latest examples 

are the most aesthetic — translucent 

smoke and curved like an MP5 maga-

zine. We’re told they’re more reliable 

with a wider variety of hollow-point 

ammunition.

When you step outside the world of 

AR-15s and endless Glock clones, you 

can run into issues of magazine com-

monality. While different guns can 

certainly have different magazines, a 

common pattern often bubbles to the 

top — usually the one with the most 

aftermarket support.

For subguns as of this moment, 

that’s CZ Scorpion EVO magazines. 

And it’s not just magazines; in what 

feels like a historical nod to the FNH 

SCAR-H, some enterprising compa-

nies (A3 Tactical and Lingle Tech-

nologies to name a few) are producing 

Scorpion mag-compatible lowers for 

the Stribog. It’s a great sign when 

third parties are so invested in creat-

ing product, even if there’s a nose 

waggle attached.

For pistol magazines, in general, 

it’s definitely Glock by a country mile, 

and Grand Power did the heavy lifting 

here. The Stribog model setup for 

Glock magazines from the factory has 

a “G” suffix (SP9A3-G).

Basic field stripping is 

toolless — but watch out 

for that roller! It has a 

tendency to wander.

The included sights can 

be used both in the up 

and down positions.

for just over $20 — quite reasonable 

for a proprietary 30-round stick. 

One of the problems with foreign 

production is the additional layer of 

logistics and regulation. At the time of 

this writing, the BATFE has approved 

the Stribog SP9A3-S for importation as 

well as the SP9A3-G, but not the model 

that has both the shorter barrel and 

accepts Glock magazines. We were able 

to play Choose-Your-Own-Adventure 

Glock magazines from the factory has 

a “G” suffix (SP9A3-G).
be used both in the up 

and down positions. to play Choose-Your-Own-Adventure 

The A3/A3-S is compatible with all 

previous generation OEM magazines 

and lowers, but the Glock-magazine 

trigger module only works with the A3 

due to the bolt modification.

Ultimately magazine commonality 

is only a real issue if you already have 

a ready supply of other magazines on-

hand. It burns worse if the proprietary 

magazines are expensive, but they 

aren’t here, as we found some on sale 
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The recoil spring keeps the car-

rier forward and the roller in a low 

position, uncoupled from the forward 

weight. As the explosion of the car-

tridge pushes the carrier to the rear, 

the roller is lifted along the track. It 

then catches the stem of the forward 

weight at the top and brings it along 

for the ride. The forward weight also 

adds an extra reciprocal delay at the 

rear of the cycle, providing an extra 

split second for proper feeding.

This roller delay system could be 

further tuned by changing the forward 

weight and even the roller density (we 

discovered the latter when an employ-

ee accidentally left an engineering 

sample in our box). Lots of potential.

Even a little delay helps shave 

weight off the bolt carrier and is 

especially helpful when shooting sup-

pressed — less gas and gunk in your 

face and mags. So it’s non-traditional 

roller-delay. We’ll go with it.

and combine a G lower with an A3-S 

upper receiver, but currently it isn’t a 

factory option. 

ROLLER-DELAYED ACTION

If you’re familiar with traditional 

roller-delayed action, you’re probably 

thinking MP5, with vertical rollers on 

the bolt carrier. There may be some-

thing a bit lost in translation here, 

but the Stribog does have a roller, 

and it causes a delay in bolt move-

ment. Here’s our understanding of the 

mechanism (see diagram on left):

There’s the forward weight, roller, 

and carrier. The roller sits between 

the forward weight and the carrier 

and rides in a track in the front of the 

receiver. There’s some linear play be-

tween the forward weight and carrier, 

which is where we get the delay.

sample in our box). Lots of potential.

Even a little delay helps shave 

weight off the bolt carrier and is 

especially helpful when shooting sup-

pressed — less gas and gunk in your 

face and mags. So it’s non-traditional 

roller-delay. We’ll go with it.

and rides in a track in the front of the 

receiver. There’s some linear play be-

tween the forward weight and carrier, 

which is where we get the delay.

OUTFITTING

Our first impulse on weapons the 

size of the SP9A3-S is to attach a 

weapon-mounted light that would 

otherwise belong on a pistol. But 

when we learned of the new Sure-

Fire Turbo Mini Scoutlight Pro, the 

M340DFT, we had to try it out. It’s 

a 550-lumen, 71,000 candela light 

in a package not much larger than a 

normal Mini Scoutlight. It eats from 

a squat 18350 rechargeable, or a 

CR123A in a pinch. Like all the real 

Pro lights from SureFire, it has an 

articulating mount. We paired it with 

an SR-07 remote switch. Overkill for 

The brace works shock-

ingly well as designed, at 

least for right-handers. 

The bolt of the A3 has been modified so it can eat from both single- and double-feed 

magazines.
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a PDW, but anything worth doing is 

worth overdoing.

For the optic, on the other hand, 

we opted for something originally 

intended for a pistol, the Steiner MPS 

(Micro Pistol Sight). This sealed sight 

weighs 2 ounces, has battery life over 

a year, and features a 3.3-MOA dot. 

It’s also dead-on optically correct. 

No blue tint, optical shift, or other 

obvious aberrations. We had to get 

creative to mount it, pairing it with a 

rail mount for a Bushnell Fastfire, as 

it doesn’t ship with a Picatinny base.

The SIG Sauer MODX-9 was the 

suppressor of choice. It’s 3D printed 

titanium, and though we’re sure they 

did it because it looks like the Death 

Star, each baffle has 21 points of 

impact adjustment so you’ll always 

find something to grab onto. We really 

liked it with a five-baffle configura-

tion paired with subsonics, though 

earpro wasn’t required with supers.

With many of these modular cans, 

we’ve taken to the addition of O-rings 

to aid in disassembly. If you do this 

on silencers not originally intended for 

O-rings, like this SIG MODX-9, double 

check your tightness before going hot. 

The MODX-9 ships with a fixed barrel 

adapter and a ½x28 mount to marry to 

the SP9A3-S, though it’d be cool to see 

a flush mounting solution in the future.

There are several factory brace op-

tions for the Stribog, and a half-dozen 

companies produce a Picatinny rear-

end adapter so you can mount what 

you’d like. The SB Tactical brace is 

renowned for its comfort, but the 

Tailhook PDW just looks right. The 

Tailhook works quite well as a brace 

when shooting one-handed. 

ON THE RANGE AND LOOSE 

ROUNDS

Over several range sessions, we 

managed to stuff just over 700 rounds 

We found the now non-

reciprocating charging 

handle to be a great index 

point.
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Signature Reduction Defi ned

The World’s Largest Suppressor Manufacturer Is Coming To The USA. 
Reduced Backpressure System (RBS) Suppressors available in 5.56 & 
7.62 QD and Direct Mount.

Science & 
Technology

RBS Series suppressors will be available through your B&T USA Dealer or 
SilencerShop starting Q2 2022. For more information, please visit bt-usa.com.

Calibers Attachments
Barrel
Restriction

Full Auto

5.56 & 
7.62

A2 Birdcage /
ROTEX SF / DM

None Yes

Reduced Backpressure System

B&T’s Reduced Backpressure System (RBS) 

series offer far more advantages than simply 

industry-leading fl ash, sound and recoil 

suppression — Meet the most technologically 

advanced suppressor ever produced.



easiest to use the support-side thumb 

on the magazine release rather than 

the trigger finger.

The Glock model certainly works, 

but it’s not as refined. If you have 

a pile of G18 stick mags, it makes 

perfect sense but otherwise roll with 

the factory curved mags. Altogether, 

the stock SP9A3-S with the Tailhook 

was the setup we liked the most, and 

it brought smiles all around for those 

who shot it. 

ing them side-by-side, but 

the Stribog mag lower oper-

ates more smoothly than the 

Glock-compatible one. Subgun-

formats are usually best paired 

with double-stack, double-feed 

magazines, especially when 

running full auto.  

The only failures of any 

kind were magazine relat-

ed. The ETS magazines 

look really pretty in the 

gun, but they’re sticky 

in the magwell and 

misfeed in the Stribog 

when fired fast. Skip those mags 

here. In general, the Glock magwell 

was a bit more of a hassle than with 

OEM magazines and would occasion-

ally fail to lock back with 115-grain 

ammo. On our example, the magazine 

release is rather stiff, and we found it 

of Belom 124-grain and Global Ord-

nance 115-grain through the Stribog 

SP9A3-S in different confi gurations. 

The roller delay system works as ad-

vertised, as the SP9A3-S has less per-

ceived recoil than a regular blowback 

9mm — almost what you’d actually 

expect from a 9mm PCC, which often 

buck more than you’d think. 

We really appreciated the non-

reciprocating charging handle. A 

moving charging handle is bother-

some with the 8-inch-barreled 

Stribog, but the shorty would be even 

less usable if it reciprocated. 

Gas to the face when suppressed 

was still present but greatly reduced. 

If we had our hands on various dif-

ferent forward weights and pins, we’d 

tune it further, but it works very well 

as shipped.

It was only evident when shoot-

Glock lower, Stribog 

lower, short, and 

shorter — we made 

this a choose-your-

own-adventure.

This was by far our 

favorite configuration.
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ACCESSORIES: 

STEINER MPS $575

SIG MODX-9 $830

SUREFIRE M340DFT TBD

TAILHOOK BRACE $350

CALIBER: 

9MM

LENGTH: 

12.5
INCHES

LENGTH WITH PDW 
BRACE (COLLAPSED): 

12.5
INCHES

LENGTH WITH PDW 
BRACE (EXTENDED): 

22.25
INCHES

WEIGHT 
UNLOADED: 

4 POUNDS

CAPACITY: 

10, 20, 30
ROUNDS

GRAND POWER

STRIBOG SP9A3-S
grandpowerusa.net

MSRP: 

$1,399
AS TESTED: 

$3,154
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Now it’s up 
to you.

NormaShooting.Com

Learn More

NormaShooting.Com

Norma MHP has been meticulously designed and 

manufactured for consistent, reliable, and rapid expansion 

due to a 100% all-copper projectile. Lighter than lead, the 

copper projectile produces less muzzle flip allowing for 

faster follow-up shots and devastating energy transfer. 

Norma, unparalleled quality when it matters the most.
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DISSECTING THE 
HONEY BADGER
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Q’s Brand-New Trigger and March Optic’s 1-10x 
Shorty Make the Honey Badger SD a Potent Pair 

BY ROB CURTIS

Q’s Honey Badger SD with a Matt Helm 

Knives/Dauntless Mfg. Dogbone.
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I
t’s time to don a pair of latex gloves 

and lay the Q Honey Badger bare. 

That’s right, we’re giving Mellivora 

capensis the full-on anatomy and 

physiology treatment. So, mask up 

and try not to pass out as we get into 

the guts of a badass fi rearm that don’t 

give a sh*t.

TAXONOMY

We have an exciting specimen 

in front of us. It’s a somewhat rare 

subspecies of the Honey Badger, the 

Honey Badger SD. This little guy is a 

two-stamp gun that branches directly 

off from the original Advanced Arma-

ment Corporation Honey Badger PDW. 

AAC’s 300 Blackout Honey Badger was 

designed to meet a 2011 U.S. Special 

Operations Command requirement that 

called for a replacement of its stalwart 

close-quarters battle subgun, the Heck-

ler & Koch MP5-SD.

In 2011, SOCOM’s Army component 

was looking for something with the 

same or smaller footprint of the aging 

German Maschinenpistole that was 

easier to take care of. Not that there’s 

anything wrong with the MP5, but get-

ting parts for the 40-year-old, bespoke 

platform was reportedly wearing on 

SOCOM’s armorers. Plus, SOCOM’s 

Navy component had recently adopted 

300 AAC Blackout, piquing interest in 

the versatile round’s prospects when 

Up front, the purpose-

built HBSD silencer fits 

hand-in-glove inside 

the M-LOK handguard. 

Upside, great handling. 

Downside, there’s no 

room to mount M-LOK ac-

cessories over the area 

covering the can.
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combined with a new CQB platform.

While developing and submitting the 

fi rst Honey Badger samples to SOCOM, 

AAC was sold to Remington, where the 

program became part of Remington 

Defense. RemDef submitted the second 

round of Honey Badgers for SOCOM’s 

consideration, but its efforts were ulti-

mately bested by SIG Sauer’s MCX vari-

ant, informally called the Black Mamba, 

which won the SOCOM Low Visibility 

Assault Weapon contract.

This should’ve been the end of the 

Honey Badger, but as we all know, the 

Honey Badger don’t give a sh*t. At the 

time, internal politics between Rem-

ington and AAC overshadowed efforts 

to bring the Honey Badger to market, 

and the core team who went from AAC 

to Remington pulled the ripcord and 

all ended up working at SIG before 

re-teaming up to form Q LLC in 2016, 

when they decided to resurrect the 

Honey Badger project for the commer-

cial market.

That’s an admittedly gross simplifi ca-

tion of events, but it explains how Q 

engineer Ethan Lessard is the voice of 

both the original AAC Honey Badger 

PDW as well as that of the reborn Q 

Honey Badger in our story. (For more 

background, read “Kevin Brittingham- 

The Original Honey Badger” in RECOIL 

Issue 25 and on RECOILweb.com.)

Despite only appearing behind closed 

doors and never being offered for sale, 

the Honey Badger PDW was a constant 

source of discussion and speculation 

across the internet. AAC shrewdly 

promoted the gun in the fi rearm media, 

and it even appeared in popular FPS 

video games. The big question asked 

over and over was “when will these be 

released?!”

The original Honey Badger-PDW 

was a full-auto SBR with an integrated 

silencer, meaning it would have to 

overcome a two-stamp (that’s a $400 

tax) impediment to its commercial 

debut. There were semi-auto ver-

sions made with longer barrels that 

might’ve overcome Remington execu-

tives’ resistance to risk, but there was 

just too much going on at the time for 

Big Green to put the bred-in-captivity 

Honey Badger out into the world. Recall 

Remington was consolidating operations 

of its myriad brands to a new plant in 

Alabama, could barely get the ACR into 

production, and was knee-deep in a 

pivot to more profi table products, such 

The original SOCOM 

requirement for the HB 

to run with the stock 

closed means a little 

chin-reach is necessary 

when running with the 

stock open.  

Peering into the Honey 

Badger SD’s backside, 

you’ll see a post that 

serves to guide the 

carbine’s long, narrow 

operating spring.

DISSECTING THE HONEY BADGER
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designed from the ground up with 

consistency and drop safety in mind. 

The drop-in trigger looks different than 

other AR triggers because it uses a 

transverse disconnector system rather 

than a rotary disconnector found in tra-

ditional AR triggers. Its nontraditional 

looks come from the desire to make ev-

ery part light and rotationally balanced 

within the trigger system to resist fi ring 

when dropped. For instance, the trigger 

shoe is made of aluminum instead of 

steel to reduce its infl uence on the 

system during a drop.

“Schematically, it’s essentially a 

P226 without a fi ring pin safety,” Les-

sard says. “If you laid that trigger out in 

a block diagram, it works just like the 

short reset trigger system in the classic 

line, where the trigger bar disengages 

the sear directly.”

Q uses a Dvorak TriggerScan to 

quantify the consistency of the trig-

gers it ships, and the company found 

appreciable variation in pulls of all the 

spring is the three-handed operation 

needed to compress the spring when 

mating the upper to the lower. When the 

gun’s new, the spring is a pain in the 

ass to wrangle, but after a few hundred 

rounds (and some practice) the assem-

bly becomes much easier.

Interestingly, the original Honey 

Badger-PDW had some esoteric features 

that were stripped from the Q HB-SD 

without being missed, such as a bore 

evacuating barrel nut. “It basically 

decreased the total pressure while also 

providing positive pressure to push gas 

out the muzzle rather than back through 

the chamber,” Lessard says. “It was 

good for a disappointing amount of 

sound reduction.” The complexity and 

weight weren’t worth the marginal sound 

reduction, and the feature was dropped.

BRAINS

At risk of burying the lede, our Honey 

Badger-SD came with a production 

sample of Q’s new two-stage AR trigger, 

named “Literally the Best Trigger Ever.” 

Q had several reasons for making its 

own trigger, but chief among them was 

to take control of its own destiny. Q 

used AR Gold triggers in their AR builds 

at fi rst, but moved to Geissele triggers 

when they outstripped AR Gold’s abil-

ity to keep up with Q’s production. To 

eradicate the supply chain bottleneck 

and reduce costs, Q decided to make its 

own trigger.

Literally the Best Trigger Ever was 

as handguns, at the time.

The project lay dormant for years 

until the regrouped band members res-

urrected it as Q’s second rifl e project, 

following the release of The Fix bolt-

action rifl e.

ANATOMY

Q engineer Ethan Lessard was also 

part of the design team that made the 

AAC Honey Badger. He says the inspira-

tion for the original came from the 

1980’s M231 Firing Port Weapon. It 

was basically an M16 with an abbreviat-

ed recoil system made to be fi red from 

the ports of the U.S. Army’s M2 Bradley 

Fighting Vehicle.

The guts of the Honey Badger-SD 

contain a pretty simple, abbreviated 

gas-impingement operating system fea-

turing an AR bolt carrier that runs with 

a single, long recoil spring. The operat-

ing spring is held in place by a guide 

that seats in the carrier on one end 

and is captured in a shortened receiver 

extension on the other, making it more 

compact compared to a standard AR.

The only downside of the long recoil 

Top: The HBSD features 

a flared magwell and 

comes with a standard 

30-round mag. The semi-

auto only operation of the 

carbine doesn’t demand 

a 300 AAC-dedicated 

mag. 

Above: The turnbuckle 

removed from the hand-

guard, showing where it 

bears on the barrel nut.
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an ambi setup made by Radian to Q’s 

specs. Instead of a 45- or 90-degree 

rotation, it uses 75 degrees of rotation 

which, Lessard says, “is the shortest 

amount of rotation that we can put in to 

ensure all of the dimensional safety of 

the original 90-degree design.” In other 

words, Q found the fl at of a 45-degree 

safety could create enough play to allow 

the engaged safety to let the tail of 

the trigger rise enough to fi re the gun 

under some circumstances. Using a 

75-degree fl at puts more of the safety’s 

barrel circumference in contact with the 

trigger tail and makes for a safer fi re 

control.

DIET

Like the original Honey Badger PDW, 

the Q Honey Badger eats 300 Blackout. 

For the uninitiated, the promise of 300 

Blackout is its .308 bullet mated with 

.223-sized brass that runs equally well 

suppressed and unsuppressed using 

super- and subsonic ammunition. Ergo, 

the “Honey Badger don’t care” moniker. 

The Blackout’s 110-grain super- and 

220-grain subsonic bullets with a rifl e 

round’s worth of powder far exceed the 

capability of the 9mm subgun cartridge 

the Honey Badger was meant to sup-

plant.

The HB-SD comes with a regular AR 

mag, not a fancy 300 Blackout-specifi c 

mag as one might expect for such a 

specialized carbine. The truth is that 

unless you’re running full-auto and 

dumping mags like a cornered animal, 

you won’t need Blackout-specifi c mags.

The only reason there are special 

mags for 300 AAC is because the 

shape of some Blackout cartridges 

forces their bullet tips to cant slightly 

inward when stacked in a standard 

magazine. This, combined with the 

violence and speed of full-auto opera-

tion, will eventually cause a quickly fed 

bullet tip to bounce off the center of the 

March Scope’s new 

1-10x24 Shorty offers 

incredible versatility and 

performance in a tiny 

package.

triggers they’ve been using. With its own 

trigger, Q worked to make a consistent, 

short-reset trigger where they could 

control both quality and availability.  

“Now I can go to basically any ma-

chine shop that’s reasonably good and 

have this trigger made,” Lessard says. 

“It’s very easy, simple steps. There’s like 

three dimensions that are critical, but 

most shops can hit those. We did a full 

tolerance stack analysis, and we know 

what we are going to get if the parts 

meet the print.”

What does all this mean when the 

trigger is out in the wild? The trigger 

meets NATO and SAAMI drop tests, has 

enough regain that it can’t fi re without a 

full pull of the trigger and it can’t perch, 

and it feels crisp as hell. Ours breaks at 

just over 2.8 pounds with about 0.117 

inch of light take-up followed by another 

0.020 inch to fi re. Reset is very short, 

but discernible.

The Honey Badger-SD’s safety is 

The Honey Badger SD 

has a 7-inch barrel with 

a 1:5-inch twist rate. 

The barrel terminates in 

a tapered muzzle with 

5/8-24 threads that 

mate to the specially 

made Honey Badger 

silencer. It’s essentially a 

thinner, 1.5-inch diameter 

version of Q’s Full Nelson 

silencer.

DISSECTING THE HONEY BADGER
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AR feed ramp assembly and miss the 

chamber. This happens about once per 

thousand rounds when cranking full-

auto mag dumps. But in a semi-auto, 

the bullets have plenty of time to settle 

into place with a standard AR mag and 

follower. So, there’s no need for fancy 

300 Blackout mags with the semi-auto-

only Q Honey Badger.

MUZZLE END

The Honey Badger SD has a 7-inch 

barrel with a 1:5-inch twist rate that 

stabilizes those heavy .308 bullets. The 

barrel terminates in a tapered muzzle 

with 5/8-24 threads that mate to the 

specially made Honey Badger silencer. 

It’s essentially a thinner, 1.5-inch 

diameter version of Q’s Full Nelson 

silencer, complete with ported baffl ing 

that traces its evolution back through 

the AAC Honey Badger PDW silencer, 

the AAC SDN-6, and all the way to the 

AAC M4-1000, Lessard says.

The slim can fi ts under the narrow 

handguard for an incredibly thin and 

great-handling front end. But the light, 

comfortable setup up front comes with 

a couple of caveats.

First, the handguard surrounds the 

can so closely that heat becomes 

an issue after a few mags. Grip the 

handguard tightly enough and bare skin 

will come in contact with the silencer 

through the M-LOK slots. For anything 

but a casual range session, gloves are 

mandatory with the HB-SD.

Second, the can is so close to the 

handguard that the forward half of the 

M-LOK slots are ornamental. There’s no 

room for an M-LOK backing nut, so you 

can’t attach anything up front unless 

it’s on the full-length top rail.

BACKBONE

We wanted to apply a maximum 

capability/minimum footprint paradigm 

to this review, so we dropped March 

Scopes’ new 1-10x24 Shorty on the 

Honey Badger instead of a red dot, 

which is the more conventional choice 

for a carbine like this. Running the 

smallest, lightest 1-10x on the mar-

ket comes with its own challenges, 

however. The Shorty has a funky body 

that’s 33mm in front and 30mm behind 

the turret. Fortunately, March makes 

its own cantilevered 30mm/33mm 

unimount for the optic; the alternative 

is a set of split rings, which would be an 

absolute no-go for reasons you’re about 

to read.

The only trouble we had was with 

the scope’s eye relief. The Honey 

Badger is set up for nose-to-charging-

handle ergos, per the original SOCOM 

requirements that dictated the gun 

run with the stock closed. And, since 

we wanted to push the envelope with 

a magnifi ed optic, we had to push the 

optic further forward than we normally 

would on an AR. 

There aren’t many guns we’d be 

comfortable bridging the receiver and 

handguard with an optic mount, but 

the HB-SD is a special case. Q uses a 

combination of precise fi t, anti-rotation 

fl anges, and a turnbuckle mechanism 

that pulls the rear of the handguard 

against the barrel nut and into contact 

with the upper to create a continuous 

top rail.

With an optic mount, as opposed to 

separate rings, attached, the forend 

is made even more rigid. We real-

ize people will scream about bridging 

the handguard with an optic, but we 

detected no noticeable accuracy deg-

radation or zero deviation after several 

hundred rounds, including shooting 

from a barricade.

VISION

The March 1-10x Shorty is a small 

wonder. It complements the Honey 

Badger’s size and weight while trumping 

its optical competition with one feature 

we’ve missed on 1-10x LPVOs: parallax 

adjustment. Parallax can introduce 

sizable POA/POI shift in a 10x optic 

depending on eye position behind the 

optic, so bravo to March for including 

parallax adjustment on the Shorty.

Aside from the inclusion of parallax 

Q’s new Literally the 

Best Trigger Ever is a de-

parture from traditional 

AR-style triggers. It uses 

a transverse disconnec-

tor system that’s inspired 

by short-reset pistol 

triggers where the trigger 

bar disengages the sear 

directly. 
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AMMUNITION VELOCITY SD ES
BEST 

GROUP AT 
50Y (MOA)

Barnes VOR-T X 110gr TAC-T X 1,923 18.4 65 1.4

Remington Premier Match 
125gr OTM

1,923 25.9 95 2.4

Hornady Subsonic 190gr SUB-X 936 13.9 50 2.3

PRICE AS 
CONFIGURED: 

$6,544
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adjustment, the Shorty has another leg 

up in the LVPO market. It features a 

dual reticle arrangement that combines 

the advantages of both front and rear 

focal plane optics into one reticle. 

There’s a FFP mil reticle that changes 

size with magnifi cation for precision at 

distance while a static SFP crosshair 

with a center cutout provides fast aim-

ing at close distance. The cutout allows 

use of the fi ne aiming stadia when the 

optic is at max magnifi cation. As if 

that wasn’t enough, the optic is also il-

luminated with a daylight-bright red dot 

in the SFP. 

We bolted the Shorty to our scope 

tracking test fi xture and found the dials 

were dead on at 100 yards and had 

extremely stout, but precise, detents. In 

operational testing, we found the illumi-

nation bright enough for use in midday 

sun, contrast in the shadows was great, 

and overall accuracy was well up to the 

challenge of the 350-yard targets we 

engaged.

On the downside, there’s a bit of pin-

cushion distortion when looking around 

the eyepiece, but that’s the optical cost 

when you get as short as the Shorty.

APPEARANCE

The gun is a riot of gray and bronze, 

thanks to Q’s use of clear anodizing on 

all the metallic components. The 7075 

receiver takes a gold-ish fi nish while 

the 6065 handguard is darker. You’re 

seeing the native colors of the metals. 

We’ve heard some people say clear 

anodizing is more durable than color 

anodizing. That’s not exactly true. Clear 

anodizing has the advantage of going 

on more uniformly than color anodizing, 

which means the clear fi nish is maybe 

overall more “durable” when you take 

into account the thinner spots that’ll 

occur on a color anodized fi nish.

IN THE WILD

The Honey Badger-SD is a quiet crea-

ture with a bite far worse than its bark. 

Running subs, the gun’s report is a bit 

louder than the “ting” of downrange 

steel. Dropping rounds on full-size 

torsos at 200 during up drills was ri-

diculously fun and easy; reaching out to 

300 yards with the scope dialed up was 

just as much fun. We didn’t feel the 

need to dial the scope past 6x for hits 

on 12x12-inch steel, though we did go 

to 10x for our accuracy testing groups.

On the square range, the Honey 

Badger’s nose-to-charging-handle ergos 

forced us into a hunched-over shooting 

position. With the two-position stock 

open, it’s a little bit of a reach for the 

cheek-piece. On the fl ipside, running 

the gun in a tight space, say from a car, 

is entirely doable (with some intense 

shoulder shrugging), thanks to the very 

short length of pull when the stock is 

closed. The steep Magpul MOE-K com-

plements the close-in shooting position 

ideal for working in tight spaces. 

Field stripping and 

reassembling the HBSD 

is a little different than 

its standard AR brethren. 

The highly compressed, 

small-diameter action 

spring extends into a 

guide that sits in the tail 

of the bolt carrier.

MAGAZINE 
CAPACITY: 

30

CALIBER: 

300 AAC 
BLACKOUT

Q LLC

HONEY BADGER-SD
liveqordie.com

WEIGHT 
UNLOADED: 

5.4 POUNDS

BARREL: 

7
INCHES

TWIST RATE: 

1:5
INCHES

OVERALL LENGTH

26 TO 31 
INCHES

MSRP: 

$3,499
ACCESSORIES: 

March Scopes 1-10x24 Shorty: $2,750
March Scope Shorty Unimount: $295

DISSECTING THE HONEY BADGER
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either expand on a basic concept, or 

simply clone a firearm that’s essen-

tially become an open-source design. 

This is why we see so many different 

companies producing 1911 pistols, 

bolt-action rifles, ARs, or in this 

case Gen 3 Glocks.

Armscor’s pistol looks 

very much like a Glock 

17. Although built to 

different specs 

and materials, 

T
here’s an old saying in Hol-

lywood when talking about a 

hit film: The studio will tell 

the screenwriter, director, or 

producer, “I want the same 

thing, only different.” It seems that 

way in the firearms industry too. 

We’ve seen it over the years with 

ARs, 1911s, inline muzzle loaders, 

and modular silencers, to name a few. 

Lately, the trend seems to be toward 

the basic striker-fired pistol. Such is 

the case with Armscor’s latest offer-

ing in the form of the STK100. The 

key difference here is that this isn’t 

just another polymer clone with a dif-

ferent logo. Read on.

THE SCIENCE OF CLONING

This isn’t to say that manufacturers 

directly rip off other manufacturers, 

although that has happened and has 

led to everything from blood feuds to 

lawsuits. Some design ideas with at 

least a moderate amount of success 

The Same Thing, Only Different
BY MIKE SEARSON

PHOTOS BY MIKE SEARSON AND PATRICK SWEENEY
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our findings were that many parts 

will interchange between the two 

pistols. This is great because it gives 

the shooter a different-enough option 

while being the same in essence.

FRAME

When most of us think “striker-fired 

pistol,” we tend to think of a midsized 

polymer-framed handgun. Armscor 

made a big difference here by go-

ing with an aluminum frame. The 

difference in weight is minimal. It’s 

certainly not the equivalent of toting 

an all-steel gun, offering just enough 

additional mass in the frame to aid 

in decreasing felt recoil. Because it’s 

their own frame design, the engineers 

modeled the frame after the primary 

design for which Armscor/Rock Island 

Armory is known — the 1911.

No, there’s no grip safety. There’s 

not even a provision to install a pair 

of grips, although that might be a cool 

option in the future. You just get that 

classic grip angle that proponents of 

the 1911 have been clamoring about 

since, well, 1911.

There may not be a grip safety, but 

the rear of the frame is contoured 

Disassembly and 

takedown is identical to 

that of a standard Glock 

pistol.

SLIDE AND BARREL

The slide has a nice racegun look 

to it, with three longitudinal cuts on 

either side and a shallow one on top. 

The factory barrel has conventional 

lands and grooves with a 1:16 twist.

THE FACTORY TRIGGER  

The STK100’s trigger is fully 

adequate for most shooters. It breaks 

at 4.5 pounds and feels closer to 

into a nice beavertail shape 

to protect the shooter’s hand 

from slide bite. While that may 

not be a concern for most shoot-

ers and usually applies to much 

smaller pistols, if you have big 

hands or fi nd yourself on the ground 

fi ghting, you’ll learn to love it.

If you can’t get used to the 1911 

grip profile, well, you may have other 

issues, but certainly the STK100 

won’t be for you. There’s no provision 

to change grip panels, backstraps, 

mainspring housings, or anything else 

of that nature. However, if you do 

find a pistol points more naturally for 

you in this configuration, know that 

the grip frame is textured and rather 

pleasing to grip — and, more impor-

tantly, to shoot. The frame’s dust 

cover sports a three-slot Picatinny 

rail so you can attach various lights 

and lasers.
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Shooting the STK100 is 

similar to shooting a 

polymer-framed striker-

fired pistol; however, the 

aluminum frame absorbs 

more of the recoil 

impulse.

Vortex Venom. Normally, that would 

mean the Doctor/Noblex standard. 

But no, this is cut specifically for the 

Venom. 

Not all Doctor/Noblex footprint 

pattern sights fit, such as the Burris 

Fastfire 2. No Vortex Venom’s were 

available, so we were unable to test 

the pistol with a red-dot sight due 

to supply chain issues. Just a bit 

more from the nose of the cut would 

accommodate more optics. Crimson 

Trace optics do fit.

One annoyance over the years with 

red dots on pistol slides has been 

all the different mounting footprints. 

We’ve seen conversion plates fail, 

with screws shearing off after ex-

tended use. Armscor avoided that by 

picking a footprint, but it just isn’t 

a double-stage rifle trigger, with a 

longer first position than a typical 

striker-fired trigger. 

If you’re eyeing this gun for use in 

competition, you may want to look into 

your favorite aftermarket trigger to re-

place it. Otherwise, it’s fi ne as issued.

SIGHTS

The sights are easily the best and 

also the worst aspect of the pistol for 

our testing. The rear sight is com-

pletely different than most. Should 

you decide you want to go with a red- 

dot-type sight, simply remove two 

screws from the top of the slide and 

remove the rear section — including 

the rear sight. The rear sight is a part 

of the plate. We’re told the footprint 

for the red dot is the equivalent of a 

quite universal enough. The down-

side, of course, is that you may not 

find anything at all if the sight is in 

demand or cannot be produced due 

to supply chain shortages. Thankfully, 

the factory sights proved to be much 

more than adequate.

ACCESSORIES AND PARTS

The STK100 ships in a lockable 

hard case, like many other pistols 

nowadays. It comes with a single 

17-round magazine, a KCI-brand 

made in Korea. Meh. Standard Glock 

17 magazines and Magpul G17 mags 

work just fine, thankfully.

As close as the Armscor may look 

to a Glock 17, a G17 slide won’t fit 

on the frame. Eyeballing some of the 

other internal parts reveals them to 
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a striker-fired pistol but don’t care 

for the typical polymer frame. The 

difference in weight is merely a few 

ounces. It’ll be interesting to see if 

this line takes off with Armscor, and 

we look forward to future variants 

down the line. 

3.05 inches. 124-grain ammunition 

seemed a little more accurate, with 

the smallest group at 2.01 inches 

and the largest at 2.75 inches, for a 

2.38-inch average.

The weight of the pistol combined 

with the pointing characteristics of a 

1911 seem to really work well on this 

model. It’s interesting to say the least, 

as it bucks expectations of a typical 

Glock-esque shooting experience.

LOOSE ROUNDS

Armscor’s STK100 has a lot to offer 

to shooters looking for an alternative 

to the run-of-the-mill polymer-framed 

pistol. The 1911 grip angle and bea-

ver tail make it comfortable to hold 

and shoot. The aluminum frame miti-

gates much of the recoil for extended 

shooting sessions, and the removable 

sight plate is neat, provided you can 

find the correct red-dot sight for it. 

It’s a good choice for those with recoil 

issues; its slightly heavier frame and 

G17-length slide help to absorb recoil. 

It’d be nice to see the STK100 in 

a shorter configuration similar in size 

to the Glock 19, but there’s noth-

ing wrong with this slightly larger 

pistol. The STK100 is a good option 

for people who like the reliability of 

be slightly different sizes, too. So, 

don’t expect 100-percent compatibil-

ity between these firearms.

ON THE RANGE

As of the past year or two, ammuni-

tion has been a consistently hard-to-

find commodity. Supply chain issues 

have shown weaknesses and gaps in 

everything from the components to 

manufacture ammunition to shipment 

of the finished product itself. Add to 

that brew the huge influx of new peo-

ple to the shooting community and 

the insane demands driven by both 

civil unrest and a global pandemic. 

People want to feel secure behind 

their ammo forts, after all.

Armscor sent some of their own 

in-house brand ammo, which supple-

mented a rainy-day work stash, as 

a conscientious gun writer who saw 

things of this nature coming. Shoot-

ing the STK100 is somewhat unique, 

especially if you’re a fan of both the 

1911 and the Glock series of pistols. 

It’s not so much of a difference in 

the recoil impulse as it is in how the 

gun seems to point better (at least for 

1911 fans). This may have contribut-

ed to the gun’s accuracy at the range.

With 115-grain ammo at 50 feet, 

10 five-shot groups averaged 2.55 

inches. The smallest group was 

2.25 inches, and the largest was 

The checkered 

frame makes the 

STK100 extremely 

comfortable to 

hold and shoot. The 

grip angle is much 

closer to a 1911.
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CALIBER: 

9MM

LENGTH: 

7.91
INCHES

BARREL LENGTH: 

4.5
INCHES

WEIGHT  
UNLOADED: 

29 OUNCES

CAPACITY: 

17  
ROUNDS

ARMSCOR/ROCK ISL AND ARMORY

STK100
www.armscor.com

MSRP: 

$600

ARMSCOR STK100
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 THE BEST 
PISTOL ZERO

of the weapon: to make it easier to hit 

where you aim. 

AN OLD TOPIC WITH A NEW 

TWIST

Dots on serious pistols are a rela-

tively new phenomenon, but one that 

has rapidly matured and democratized. 

We effectively have both brand-new 

and experienced shooters learning 

about dots together.

tersection between your line of sight 

and bullet trajectory. Bullets aren’t 

laser beams like in the movies and 

are subject to gravity. If your bore 

and sight lines were both perfectly 

parallel, their paths would never 

cross, and thus no zero could be 

obtained. Instead, it’s like throwing a 

football — the bullet travels up and 

back down again. Fundamentally, the 

role of a zero is the same regardless 

It’s You, Not the Gun
BY DAVE MERRILL

A 
frequent topic of discussion 

and the occasional internet 

sh*tstorm is that of the 

pistol zero. Let’s peel back a 

layer and examine what it is 

and what goes into it.

In the simplest terms, when you 

zero a gun, you adjust the sights or 

optic so your point of aim matches 

your point of impact at a specific 

distance. This convergence is the in-
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With pistol iron sights, this discus-

sion is often more academic than 

applicable. Unless you’re rocking an 

adjustable tangent sight or similar, re-

fining your zero sometimes requires a 

punch, file, hammer, and other tools. 

While mounting a miniature red-dot 

A zero is the intersec-

tion of your sight line 

and projectile path, 

demonstrated with an 

exaggerated scale here.

Ideally you’re looking for 

the flattest trajectory 

within your anticipated 

engagement range for 

your weapon and load.

WHAT ARE YOU SHOOTING AND 

WHY ARE YOU SHOOTING IT?

Target size and distance are our 

primary consideration when it comes 

to a zero. You want a zero that gives 

you the most range with no need to 

aim high or low, within your accuracy 

sight (MRDS) might take a torque 

wrench and thread locker to perform 

properly, once installed the windage 

and elevation are easy to adjust — no 

hammer required. This means you 

can more-easily tailor and personalize 

your zero. 
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Perform your initial 

grouping at a distance 

where you can easily 

discern basic adjust-

ments, then move back 

from there.

short-range, low-accuracy weapons 

that are harder to shoot compared to 

rifles. You don’t have to concern your-

self with the rotation of the Earth. 

You can always get as nerdy and 

granular as you want, but with hand-

guns we’re primarily concerned with 

velocity and projectile weight, with 

sight height and ballistic coefficient 

as bonuses. Because we’re not talking 

tiny groups at a kilometer, it’s OK to 

copy someone else’s work from the 

internet … at least to get started. 

While it’s always nice to have a 

dedicated ballistic calculator and 

chronograph, it’s really not needed 

here. There are plenty of free online 

tools that can get you started. Here 

we went with 124-grain Federal Tacti-

cal HSP 9mm with data collected 

from a carry gun. 

ZERO DISTANCE

Here’s where the biggest debate 

happens, and we’ve seen people ad-

vocate for everything between 5 and 

50 yards. To be clear, the largest vari-

able anytime you pull a trigger is you, 

the shooter — by a ridiculous margin. 

Any angular deviation of the muzzle 

has an exponential effect downrange. 

The learning curve of a pistol is much 

certainly much larger, but this defines 

our desired limits when it comes to 

the ballistic path. 

SCIENCE IT OUT

All the same variables affect and 

apply to the pistol as the rifle, but 

there are many we can safely ignore. 

Speaking practically, pistols are 

You’re not likely to use 

such extreme holdovers 

with pistols in the real 

world, but long-range 

pistol shooting exposes 

weakness in your game.

standard. Here we define that as no 

more than 4 inches above or below 

our sight line. This is roughly the size 

of a human heart as well as the brain 

when viewed from the front, but you 

can choose any arbitrary standard.

This doesn’t mean that all of our 

shots will always be in a tiny group, 

and the ever-enlarging human torso is 
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to make fine adjustments is much 

harder. It demonstrates a level of 

proficiency, and with that sometimes 

comes some boasting.

As a practical matter with tra-

jectories, we find 5 yards to have 

more curve than we’re comfortable 

with, but the others really only drift 

far apart at distance. Someone who 

drills out B8s at 25 yards can zero 

wherever they please, but the most 

important thing is that you must be 

able to hit where you aim. 

You’re responsible for every round 

out of your gun, so make them 

count. Even a rough zero within the 

confines of your skill level is better 

than none.

higher than a rifle, but red dots can 

help straighten it out a bit.

Find an initial range where you can 

comfortably zero. Shoot a three- to 

five-round group clustered closely 

enough to discern how much adjust-

ment is required. If that range is 

your desired zero range, all the bet-

ter. If not, use that closer distance 

to lock in your windage and adjust 

from there.

Many people like a 25-yard zero, 

because it’s both accessible and 

more difficult to perform. Twenty-five 

yards is the most common length of 

an indoor range — so most anyone 

can find a way to make it happen — 

and shooting a group small enough 

Caption?
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ment. We’re also fans of using laser 

bore sights as an aid for your initial 

alignment.

TIPS

If possible, turn down your dot so 

you have a more refined point-of-aim.

If you can shoot a tight enough 

group to identify your adjustment di-

rection off-hand, then you’re strongly 

encouraged to do so. But sandbags or 

other supports aren’t shameful at all, 

since you’ll always be the cause of 

the largest variance with every shot. A 

rolled-up range bag can work too.

The major downside to most sup-

port systems for handguns is that 

they’re awkward and uncomfortable 

PISTOLS AT 100 PACES

Even if you’re not shooting tiny 

groups or anticipating taking long shots, 

there are still advantages to shooting at 

distance. Pistols are really hard to shoot 

because any deviation of the muzzle is 

exacerbated with range. Stretching out 

to 100 yards and beyond may not be 

terribly practical (though it’s been done 

in the field), but it’s an excellent way to 

expose weaknesses in your grip, trigger 

pull, and follow-through as well as to 

practice your target holdovers. 

It’s also not as difficult as it initial-

ly appears, especially with a red-dot 

sight, causes you to think, and can be 

a tremendous confidence booster. It’s 

also just fun as hell.

ON PAPER FASTER

When you first pair a dot with a 

pistol, like any new marriage, the 

next steps can be either smooth or 

rough. You want to ensure your dot is 

at least a semblance of reality close 

to your bore. The good news is that 

most manufacturers of OEM-dot-

equipped pistols have finally realized 

it makes sense to at least make sure 

it’s pointing straight. Similarly, when 

you have a factory-fresh quality pistol 

dot, normally everything is centered 

up — but not always.

If you have any other sighting sys-

tems on your pistol that are zeroed, 

such as a laser or iron sights, you 

can perform a rudimentary align-
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is check your work. Any chart, includ-

ing the one published here, is just 

a starting point. These are just aids 

— none of them are replacements for 

getting out on the range and confirm-

ing for yourself. 

So long as you can actually hit what 

you want to hit, where you want to hit 

it, you’re well ahead of the curve. 

with environmental factors, impacts, 

and a host of other situations. It may 

not shift much, but the best way to 

tell is to confirm and adjust regularly.

The best calculated chart in the 

world doesn’t mean a damned thing 

if it doesn’t represent reality. After 

you eyeball charts and perform your 

zero, the most important thing to do 

to use. You find yourself in a half-

squat at the firing line or holding your 

pistol in a funky way when seated. A 

ransom rest will do a great job, but 

it’s totally overkill for most practi-

cal applications. And to top it off, 

regardless of what method you use, 

you should double-check it offhand 

anyway.

Our common advice is to zero with 

your carry ammo and train with the 

cheap stuff. They won’t always exact-

ly track with each other, especially as 

range increases, so be mindful. You 

can also purchase or roll your own 

ballistically matched training ammo 

(see RECOIL Issue 46).

Many of the problems with pistol 

dots result from improper installation. 

A dot that works loose won’t hold 

zero, and you’ll have a bad time. 

CHECK YOUR WORK & LOOSE 

ROUNDS

A pistol zero isn’t a one-and-done 

evolution. Your zero can and will shift 
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ADAMS
ARMS AA19ARMS AA19
Glock Gone Good
BY MIKE SEARSON
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are reminiscent of chevrons, and they’re 

tastefully made on the slide’s removable 

section as well as centered between 

the ejection port and muzzle. There’s 

a shield-shaped cutout in the center to 

reduce weight — a stainless or Gold-Ti, 

or even a Cerakoted barrel would give a 

more interesting look here.

The factory barrel has conventional 

lands and grooves with a 1:16 twist and 

a match-grade chamber. This pistol is 

completely safe for use with jacketed, 

plated, or cast lead bullets.

The good doesn’t end there, though. 

The barrel is threaded ½x28 for the 

mounting of a silencer. Some shooters 

are against pistol silencers, claiming 

that they’re quiet enough and don’t need 

one. We disagree and think there should 

be cans on everything.

THE FACTORY TRIGGER  

Unlike many clones, Adams Arms 

ranks up there with some of the better 

manufacturers when it comes to install-

ing a nice bang switch. The trigger on 

a striker-fi re handgun is typically one 

of the fi rst parts to consider replac-

ing. Fortunately, this one has no creep, 

mush, hesitation, or the like. It breaks at 

3.5 pounds and is made by Tango Down/

Vickers Tactical. 

A
dams Arms is largely known 

for AR rifl es and uppers, in 

particular their piston-driven 

systems. So imagine our 

surprise when they released 

a Glock 19 clone, optics-ready and a 

rocking a threaded barrel. This might 

seem a bit odd until you realize that 

Adams has been making Glock compo-

nents, including slides and barrels, for 

quite some time. It’s natural that they 

should graduate to producing an entire 

frame and pistol with their top-shelf 

components. That’s a long way from 

piston conversions. If you’re looking for 

something other than a typical Glock 

clone, read on!

THUS BEGINS THE CLONE WAR

You might be thinking “Wait a min-

ute, this is just a copy of a Glock 19 

and I already have two!” However, this 

pistol incorporates several changes to 

distinguish it from the competition. 

They didn’t simply clone a Glock at 

Adams Arms — that’s easy. There 

are companies doing this very thing 

that might produce a few key parts, 

but 90 percent of what they offer are 

either OEM or mass-produced parts 

purchased in bulk. That’s not the case 

with Adams Arms; they added their 

own custom parts to enhance the 

gun. Instead of buying a stock factory 

pistol from a big manufacturer, you’ll 

get one with custom goodies right out 

of the box.

THE FRAME

Of all things, the fi rst item that 

caught our eye on this pistol was the 

trigger guard. It’s undercut at the rear 

to allow for a higher hold on the pistol, 

bringing the shooting hand closer to 

the bore. The molded-in stippling of 

the grip on the front and rear straps of 

the pistol is rough and acts like Velcro 

for your hands or gloves — it’s really 

that aggressive. The lightly diamond-

checked side panels offer a nice 

contrast. 

The trigger guard has a radical 

rhomboid-ish shape with a smooth bow 

at the bottom to allow for proper place-

ment of the non-shooting hand. You 

can tell that a lot of thought went into 

this design.

The frame’s dust cover sports a 

four-slot Picatinny rail, so you can at-

tach whatever accessories your heart 

desires.

SLIDE AND BARREL

On the top of the slide, the sight cuts 
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The Banish 45 is 

completely modular 

and color-coded to help 

you get it reassembled 

correctly. 

Looking at the polished 

stainless interior shows 

how the Adams Arms 

AA-19 is a step above 

your typical off-the-shelf 

polymer-framed, striker-

fired pistol.

When broken down, you 

can see the similarities 

to the Glock 19 in more 

ways than one.

A slight complaint would be that the 

face of the inner trigger has a bit of a 

sharp edge. However, it’s unnoticeable 

when shooting with gloves in subfreez-

ing temps and seemed to disappear 

entirely after a few shooting sessions. 

This is a solid trigger that you’d do well 

to install in any of your other Glock pis-

tols (or clones). Keep this in mind as we 

move on toward the review and price.

SIGHTS

Unfortunately, the sights are nothing 

special, aside from being metal. There 

are no dots, tritium, or fi ber-optic 

inserts. The slide’s equipped with 

a removable plate to allow for the 

mounting of a red-dot sight. Unfor-

tunately, this requires a conversion 

plate, and the sample gun came in 

too late before press time to fi nd a 

compatible optic for testing.

ACCESSORIES AND PARTS

The AA19 ships in a lockable 

hard case like many other pistols do 

nowadays. It comes with two 15-round 

magazines, made by Magpul. Despite 

what some folks think, they’ve worked 

quite well for us and are less expensive 

than new OEM Glock magazines.

With the amount of customization 

on this pistol, we were half-expecting 

interchangeable backstraps as well. 

Alas, it doesn’t, but the grip has a 

more positive grip angle than a Glock. 

It’s not radically different but it may 
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As a bonus, the AA-19 is 

equipped with a threaded 

barrel to accommodate a 

silencer like the Banish  

45 from Silencer Central.

The light weight of the 

Banish 45 makes it just 

as comfortable to shoot 

when in full-length mode.

The AA-19’s modified 

grip angle can make it 

more comfortable to 

shoot than your typical 

polymer-framed striker-

fired 9mm pistol.

endcap and 

removing a few 

baffl es. It can be 

run as either an 

8.6- or 6.7-inch-long 

suppressor. It’s well 

designed with excellent machining. 

At full-length, the Banish 45 offers 

decibel reduction of 36dB. 45-caliber 

suppressors on a 9mm pistol provide 

a nice improvement in tone quality 

relative to a 9mm silencer. Someone 

will probably eventually break down 

why this occurs, but it might have to 

do with the greater internal volume of 

the can.

If you get this same confi guration 

from Adams Arms and don’t swap in 

taller suppressor-height sights or add 

a red dot, you’ll have to shoot through 

the can. This may sound like an act of 

zen on the part of the shooter, but it’s 

really much simpler and easier than it 

sounds. You simply superimpose your 

sights in your mind’s eye and ignore 

the presence of the silencer if it par-

tially or wholly obscures your target. 

If you can’t master this technique, 

you’ll simply have to change out the 

pistol’s sights.

LOOSE ROUNDS

Adams Arms did a great job with the 

AA19. They may not have the name 

recognition of Zev or Agency Arms 

among casual shooters, but they’ve 

defi nitely put out nice custom-ish 

handguns. 

It’d be nice to have an ambidextrous 

point more naturally for you.

ON THE RANGE

As you know, ammunition has been 

consistently hard to fi nd over the past 

two years. Fortunately, yours truly 

bought a stockpile of Fiocchi 115-grain 

FMJ before the pandemic started, 

probably thinking of feeding that hun-

gry Uzi in the safe. The Fiocchi stuff 

may not be the cleanest ammunition 

out there, but it’s consistent, accurate, 

and well-made.

At 50 feet, three fi ve-shot groups 

averaged 1.75 inches; the smallest 

being 1.55 inches. Having shot several 

other striker-fi red pistols in the same 

day, this one felt much smoother 

and with less bite. It was more than 

just mere ergonomics; the shield-like 

cutout in the top of the slide probably 

reduced just enough slide mass to 

smooth it out.

We then mounted a Banish 45 from 

Silencer Central on the AA19 (see 

CONCEALMENT Issue 22). This is a 

modular silencer, so the shooter can 

adjust the length by unscrewing the 
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in that bubble of “just another polymer-

framed, striker-fi red pistol,” break out 

of that mode and look at what some of 

these companies are building.

At their essence, Glock-pattern 

guns may be very basic and utilitar-

ian, but they can be great shooters 

when a manufacturer who knows and 

understands what they’re doing puts in 

the work and turns out a quality gun. 

Whether you’re looking for a com-

petition pistol or a personal defense 

handgun, the AA19 ticks off all the 

right boxes. 

slide catch and magazine release, as 

well as an improved method of disas-

sembly where the shooter doesn’t have 

to squeeze the trigger to remove the 

slide, but this is a Glock clone, after all.

However, options for taller suppres-

sor-height, fi ber-optic, and/or tritium 

sights would be easy for Adams Arms 

to offer. They’d make life easier should 

you want nicer sights or to add a 

silencer or a red dot.

The AA19 may seem a bit pricey for 

another clone, but this is more of a fac-

tory semi-custom piece. If you’re stuck 

The quality of this build, 

from the polished inter-

nals to the trigger and 

out-of-the-box fantastic 

grip texturing, make the 

AA-19 a smart choice for 

a compact 9mm.

The molded-in 
stippling of the 

grip on the 
front and rear 

straps of the 
pistol is rough 

and acts like 
Velcro ... 
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 Banish 45: silencercentral.com

CALIBER: 

9MM

LENGTH: 

7.75
INCHES

BARREL: 

4.25
INCHES

WEIGHT 
UNLOADED: 

24 OUNCES

CAPACITY: 

15-33 ROUNDS

ADAMS ARMS

AA19
www.adamsarms.net

MSRP: 

$999
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be intentional about what you do and 

how you do it. Not only is this impera-

tive for making an impact over time, 

it’s also essential for your safety.

GET CLEAR ON YOUR GOALS

It’s impossible to know what habits 

to implement if you haven’t identified 

your goals. Before you do anything 

else, get clear on those goals. What 

are you training for? What skills do you 

want to develop? Where do you want 

to end up? Physically jot down your 

goals — they’ll become the basis for 

your training habits. It’s particularly 

helpful to have a dedicated notebook 

to keep track of training goals, habits, 

and progress, whether an actual note-

book or in your favorite app.

A 
habit is a behavior or practice 

that one performs regularly, 

and, once acquired, usually 

sticks around unless con-

sciously broken. The effects 

of those habits add up and can amount 

to something rather significant. Small 

actions can lead to huge success — 

or the opposite. Here we’re generally 

talking about habits that involve your 

defensive prowess, but the lessons can 

apply to other aspects of your life.

Building habits that lead to success 

isn’t just about putting your life on 

autopilot. Have you ever driven home 

from work, pulled into the driveway, 

and realized you had no idea how you 

got there? Autopilot got you home, but 

it also shut your brain off. You must 

How to Identify and Implement Training Routines
STORY BY MONICA NEWMAN 

PHOTOS BY NIC KYTLICA

ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY 

HABITS

In order to pave the way for habits 

that stick, first eliminate habits that 

aren’t serving you or your goals in a 

positive way. This includes training 

scars (bad habits formed by previ-

ous, inadequate training), distraction 

habits (like Netflix marathons to avoid 

doing something more productive), 

and any other unnecessary habits 

that aren’t aligned with your goals. 

To make change, you must be 

aware of what you’re actually do-

ing. Carefully evaluate your existing 

habits as to how they’ll benefit you 

long term. Are they helping you work 

toward your goal? Are they contribut-

ing to your desired outcome? Get 
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brutally honest with yourself. This 

might be uncomfortable, and that’s a 

good thing. 

Habits you may need to break 

might not necessarily be a training 

habit but could be something that 

impacts your training or mindset. For 

example, perhaps when you intend 

to do a dry-fire session at home, you 

grab your phone to look up drills. 

Autopilot takes over and you end 

up scrolling through social media 

instead, because that’s become your 

usual habit whenever you grab your 

phone. By the time you finish scroll-

ing, your window of opportunity for 

dry-fire has passed, or you forgot 

what you were doing there in the first 

place. It’s not a training habit per se, 

Caption?

Post a list of your training 

habits where you keep 

your EDC so that you’ll 

see them every day when 

you get ready.

shooting, so it’s important to work 

with a qualified instructor. Ask the in-

structor to keep an eye out for any bad 

habits. These can be related to shoot-

ing, manipulations, administrative 

but it sure did impact your training. 

Make sure to look at the big picture 

when evaluating your habits.

It can be a challenge to identify 

your own habits when it comes to 
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Place a note on your 

bathroom mirror so that 

you’ll be reminded of 

your habit every time 

you’re in the bathroom.

Laser-based dry fire sys-

tems are fun and effec-

tive methods for training 

(see “There’s an App For 

That” in CONCEALMENT 

Issue 24).

serving your goals, work toward 

eliminating them. Some habits you’ll 

have to abandon completely, some 

may shift a bit to better align to your 

goals, and some may need to be re-

placed by something entirely new.

IMPLEMENT NEW HABITS

Now you have a clean slate to start 

building better habits that stick. It’s 

important to begin with the end in 

mind. Take a peek at the goals you’ve 

written down and think critically about 

how to achieve them. What specific 

steps do you need to take? What regu-

lar behaviors will help you achieve your 

firearm handling, attention to safety, 

and more. Be open to feedback and 

adjustments, and write them down. 

You’ll use this feedback to identify 

habits to eliminate or implement.

An alternate method, and a good 

way to keep yourself in check between 

training sessions with an instructor, is 

to record training sessions on video. 

Review the footage and see if you can 

spot any bad habits. Send it to trusted 

shooters in your life to get their take 

too — others often will recognize 

things you can’t (or don’t want to) see 

yourself. Again, be open to feedback.

Once you know which habits aren’t 

goals? What constructive feedback 

have you received that you should 

implement? Write them all down. Just 

as when evaluating habits to eliminate, 

evaluate potential new habits by how 

they’ll benefit you long term.

Once you know which habits to im-

plement, set yourself up for success 

by making a plan. According to habit 

expert James Clear, author of Atomic 

Habits, there are two key ways to suc-

cessfully implement a new habit: plan 

a time and location for your new habit 

to take place, or stack the habit onto 

another habit that’s already a part of 

your normal routine. 

PLAN THE HABIT

Research shows that new behaviors 

are more successfully implemented 

when you plan the specifics, down to 

when and where the habit will take 

place. From your list, identify habits 

that you can plan into your week 

or day, and write them down. For 

example:

 I will review my training notebook 

in the kitchen every day at 8 a.m.

 I will practice with my dry-fire 

training system at home every day 

at 8 p.m.

 I will go to the range on Saturdays 

at noon.
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Work with a qualified 

instructor to identify 

your habits and areas for 

improvement.
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in the bathroom. Keep your dry-fire 

training system in a visible spot in the 

living room so that you’ll be encour-

aged to dry-fire. Remove social media 

apps from the home screen on your 

phone. You get the idea.

Digital cues work, too. Remember 

those habits you planned for a specific 

time and place? Add them to your 

calendar and set alerts to notify you 

when it’s time for that habit.

HABIT TRACKING

Few things are more satisfying than 

checking something off your to-do 

list. Use a habit tracker app to keep 

on top of your new habits. Some apps 

have stats that can show you how 

often you’re completing your habits, 

allowing you to see what’s working 

or not working over time. If pen to 

paper is your jam, add a habit tracker 

checklist to your training notebook 

and check them off on a daily or 

weekly basis. 

With a plan in place, you’ll know 

exactly when and where to accomplish 

your new habits. 

STACK THE HABIT

The second method is to stack hab-

its by pairing new habits with existing 

ones. From your list, identify habits 

that you can stack with behaviors 

that are already a part of your normal 

routine. For example:

 I will review my training notebook 

when I drink my morning coffee.

 I will practice my draw from con-

cealment when I get dressed.

 I will practice with my dry-fire 

training system when I finish eating 

dinner.

In this case, you’re using an exist-

ing behavior as a reminder to accom-

plish your new behavior. Soon enough, 

that new habit will be a part of your 

normal routine as well.

As your new habits become routine, 

remember to stay present. It’s easy 

to tune out or let autopilot take over. 

You must keep your head in the game 

to increase your capabilities. Stay 

focused and be intentional.

HOLD YOURSELF ACCOUNTABLE

Planning and stacking habits are 

fantastic ways to implement new 

behaviors, but it’s still helpful to have 

some additional accountability factors 

in place to set yourself up for suc-

cess. For example, you can work and 

train with a buddy who has similar 

goals to keep each other on track.

ENVIRONMENTAL CUES

Humans are heavily influenced by 

their environment, so give yourself 

visual cues. Post a list of your training 

habits where you keep your EDC so 

that you’ll see them every day when 

you get ready. Place a note on your 

bathroom mirror so that you’ll be re-

minded of your habit every time you’re 
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Below; Habit tracking 

apps can keep you on top 

of your habits and assess 

progress over time.

CHECK AND ADJUST

When you’re full steam ahead on 

your goals and new habits, it’s im-

portant to check in once and a while. 

Reevaluate your habits on a monthly 

or quarterly basis. Are your new habits 

working for you? If not, don’t worry — 

there’s a fair amount of trial and error 

when it comes to implementing new 

habits. Perhaps the planned habits 

are better suited for a different day or 

time, or the stacked habit needs to be 

paired with a different behavior, or you 

need different environmental cues. 

Give yourself the opportunity to adapt 

to a new habit, but don’t be afraid to 

make adjustments if it’s not working.

In the same vein, your habits need 

to keep up as your goals and skills 

evolve. Some habits you implemented 

as a beginner or when you were 

breaking bad habits may no longer 

be relevant as your skillset improves. 

Keep evaluating your habits as you 

progress and make adjustments as 

needed to keep up with your current 

goals and skills.

This will put you on track for 

increasing your capabilities in a big 

way with habits that stick. Remem-

ber, small habits add up to significant 

progress over time. 
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CANIK 
UPDATED R

ECOIL was perhaps the first print pub-

lication to give ink to the Canik line 

of striker-fired handguns, way back in 

RECOIL Issue 18. We were impressed 

enough to keep one in the safe for 

ammo tests, loaning to new shooters, and as a 

benchmark for more expensive guns that didn’t 

Evolution of a 
Bargain Handgun
BY IAIN HARRISON

PHOTOS BY KENDA LENSEIGNE
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offer more, but would lighten your 

bank balance to a much greater 

degree. Now that the brand has 

made almost another seven 

trips around the sun, it’s as 

good a time as any to see 

what’s changed.

The original TP9SA 

featured a somewhat goofy 

decocking button just in front of 

the rear sight, which never both-

ered us but attracted the ire of a 

number of keyboard commandos who 

proclaimed it would get you killed on the 

streets. That got deleted a few years back 

(and the pistol was renamed the TP9SF), so 

they had to switch to disparaging the pistol’s 

Turkish origins instead. It also had fairly 

small, low-profile sights (bad) and a serrated 

rib between them (good). Both of these have 

gone away, and the new Mete model pistols 

have big, bold, three-dot irons for those who 

need help remembering how to line up their 

front and rear sights. 

For anyone who’s able to tie their laces 

unassisted, the rear sight can be taken out 

of its dovetail and flipped 180 degrees, 

resulting in an undercut and serrated, flat 

black sight picture. Hanging with the cool 

kids is now easier, thanks to an optics cut 

that’ll accept both the RMRcc and Shield 

footprints, and the front sight is tall enough 

to cowitness with either MRDS. As a bonus, 

the captive recoil spring now rides on a 

steel, rather than plastic, guide rod, but it’s 

still set up for NATO ball ammo, so gamer, 

just-makes-minor reloads will struggle. 
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Canik evolution. The 

original TP9SA had a 

lanyard loop that approxi-

mately zero U.S. users 

have any use for, while 

optics mounts have seen 

almost universal accep-

tance. Somewhere along 

the line, we removed its 

loaded chamber indica-

tor. Because they’re for 

idiots.

ing a single pin with the punch that 

ships along with a holster, spare mag, 

cleaning rods, and cutesy tool kit. 

While there’s some changes in the 

frame’s geometry in certain areas 

(undercut trigger guard, better textur-

ing on the front strap), we estimate 

about 80-percent remains identical 

to its predecessor. The old gun’s slide 

will fit on the Mete’s frame, while the 

reverse isn’t true; major parts such 

as its 4.5-inch hammer forged barrel, 

MecGar magazine, and the recoil 

spring assemblies will interchange 

without issue. 

SFT has added a pair of ambidextrous 

slide lock levers, where previously 

lefties were out in the cold. Although 

we wound up chopping the original ex-

tended left-side lever on the TP9SA, 

as a high grip would sometimes pre-

vent it from functioning, there were no 

such incidents with the new version. 

There’s a flared magazine opening on 

the Mete, with an extended magwell 

included in the package, which seems 

to be developing into a trend. Back-

straps are replaceable on both the 

old and new guns, and the two spares 

provided can be swapped out by driv-

Forward cocking serrations have 

been added to the slide, which to-

gether with some internal lightening 

cuts have shaved a half ounce from 

its overall weight. The fully cocked 

striker has been retained, resulting 

in one of the sweetest trigger pulls 

of any polymer-framed handgun cur-

rently on the market. Our well-worn 

older gun with a polished striker tail 

tripped the gauge at 3.25 pounds, 

while the box-fresh Mete SFT came in 

at 4 pounds even, and we expect that 

to drop 4 ounces or so as it wears in. 

Moving on to the frame, the Mete 
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CANIK SFX RIVAL

While the Mete SFT is a duty-sized 

package, the SFX Rival is a long-slide 

competition model that steps up its 

game even further. Although the job 

of styling the pistol looks like it was 

given to a 12-year-old boy — let’s do 

lightening cuts everywhere! — be-

neath the material removal and bling 

lies a very competent race gun for 

Carry Optics or Production divisions. 

Whereas the duty guns sport excel-

lent triggers for striker-fired systems, 

the SFX is the first out-of-the-box 

polymer handgun we’ve shot that’s 

comparable to a 1911 — it really is 

that good. Although it comes close, 

even the ill-fated Hudson H9 comes 

up short when comparing them side 

by side, and the nearest striker-fired 

bang switch in terms of quality is the 

Timney Alpha competition trigger in 

a G34. 

Physically, the SFX trigger compris-

es the usual components, but in this 

case the small safety lever everyone’s 

gotten used to since 1982 extends to 

almost the entire width of the face. 

This really begs the question of why 

haven’t we been doing it this way all 

along? There’s no chance of it stand-

ing uncomfortably above the trigger’s 

surface, as it is the surface, making 

for a better overall feel. 

Like its less expensive brethren, 

there are a couple of sighting options. 

The installed iron sights are eleva-

tion and windage-adjustable, with a 

wide rear-sight notch and narrower 

fiber-optic front, leaving plenty of 

daylight light around it for both rapid 

acquisition and reasonable preci-

sion. Our sample SFX shipped with a 

house-brand Chinese red dot, so in 

the name of science, we popped off 

the rear-sight mounting plate, bolted 

up the MRDS adapter, and screwed 

the aluminum-bodied red dot to it. 

For comparison purposes, we added a 

widebody Shield RMS to the SFT and 

hit the range.

The house-brand red dot 

has yet to prove itself, 

but features a wide 

window for rapid acquisi-

tion with a noticeable 

blue tint.

CANIK UPDATED
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Old to new. Enlarged slide 

release levers are a wel-

come addition, while the 

SFX trigger is currently 

top of the heap among 

striker-fired handguns.

After firing a few rounds to reac-

quaint the synapses with the original 

TP9SA, there really wasn’t much we 

could do with or to that pistol that the 

previous 6,500 shots hadn’t already 

told us. In comparison, the SFX and 

SFT seemed altogether familiar, and 

that’s a good thing. Any improve-

ments were evolutionary, rather than 

revolutionary, and while grip feel and 

recoil impulse are extremely subjec-

tive and personal things, the new grip 

geometry seems to suit our hands 

a bit better than before. Sights are 

hands down better than before.

With so many excellent choices 

available to the consumer these 

days, the question of whether Canik 

handguns retain their status as top of 

the heap in the value-priced category 

is valid. As of writing, the TP9SA 

is available for a street price 

of around $375, just $25 

more than when Caniks first 

came to market, which is 

remarkable given the inter-

vening years of panic buys, 

supply chain arse-ache, and 

Brandon-esque inflation. The 

equivalent Mete 

model will cost 

you 100 bucks 

more, and only 

you can decide 

as to whether 

the improved 

feature set 

is worth the 

upcharge. The 

SFX is a whole 

’nuther ball of wax, and 

if you’re looking for a dedicated range 

tool, there isn’t anything out there 

right now that matches it in terms of 

price-to-performance ratio. The past 

half decade has shown us that Canik 

can hang with the best of them, and 

were we to find ourselves in a sticky 

situation armed with one, we’d feel 

confident in our equipment. 

CANIK UPDATED

CALIBER: 

9MM LUGER

BARREL LENGTH:

4.5 INCHES, 5.2 INCHES

OVERALL LENGTH:

7.5 INCHES,  
8.3 INCHES

WEIGHT:

1.6 POUNDS, 1.9 POUNDS

CAPACITY: 

18 ROUNDS

CANIK USA

METE SFT, SFX
www.canikusa.com

MSRP: 

$520, $575
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Sheepdog Response was founded by Green 

Beret, Special Forces Sniper, and former 

top 5 UFC Middleweight, Tim Kennedy. 

They have developed a curriculum that 

empowers people to protect and preserve 

human life.  Their curriculum addresses 

the skills you need so you and your families 

can live without fear.
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SKILLS & DRILLS

CIRCLE 
DRILL

D
eveloping shooting skill is about 

building layers. Safety is a blanket 

that covers all layers, but after that 

it’s game on. The first layers are the 

fundamentals. After that you build 

your skill set by developing and adding layers. 

It’s in the later layers that you should whittle 

away the minutiae, but it’s with the fundamen-

tals that good shooters pull ahead of mediocre 

ones. Being able to lay a foundation of good 

fundamentals will help in the more progressive 

layers where inefficiencies can magnify them-

selves and cause bigger problems. Learning 

something correctly the first time is a better 

plan than going back to fix the flaws in your 

training. 

You’ve probably been told a million times 

to watch the front sight, but there’s often not 

enough emphasis on what to do after we look 

at the sights. Hitting a target isn’t complicat-

ed. Point the barrel at the target, activate the 

trigger without moving the barrel, and repeat. 

It’s simple, but not easy. So, where do all 

the complications come from? Pointing the 

barrel at the target is pretty self-explanatory. 

Thus, it must be in the second part. Trigger 

control is the ability to activate the trigger 

without disturbing the sights; this is what we 

consider to be the secret of good shooting. 

Many shooters spend excessive amounts 

of time attempting to get the sights perfectly 

aligned only to have it wasted by bad trigger 

control. It doesn’t matter where you thought 

the sights were; it only matters where they 

actually were when the bullet left the barrel. 

Mastering 
Trigger Control
BY NICK SAITI

In order to understand this concept, you 

must get familiar with the trigger pull of 

your particular firearm, as every gun has a 

little different pull — do this in dry-fire. Your 

prep is done before you hit the wall or sear 

engagement, then you overcome or break the 

sear, and finally you reset for the next shot. 

This can be broken down further, but for 

the sake of the drill this is as far as we go. 

Focusing on the separate parts of the trigger 

pull to get to the end result of one hole takes 

a fair amount of focus and dry-fire. One lost 

moment of focus will result in a dropped shot 

and a bad group. 

The amount of trigger control you need to 

make a particular shot is directly proportional 

to the difficulty of the shot. This concept can 

be hard to grasp, so here’s a drill that’ll help 

you master trigger control. It’s a variation of 

the one hole drill or ragged hole drill, and it 

works wonders for trigger control. 

There are five large circles and five smaller 

circles on this target. Start with the target 

at 3 yards; you can always move it farther 

away if it becomes too easy. We’ll shoot five-

shot groups in each circle. The circles are 

important, but the main focus at first is the 

group size — this is a measure of your preci-

sion, the smaller the better. Accuracy, on the 

other hand, is how close the center of your 

group was to your point of aim, the center of 

the circles in this case. The goal here is to 

pay attention to the amount of trigger control 

needed to make the shot; it’s all about focus-

ing on a clean trigger pull. The trigger should 

be activated straight back without any devia-

tion, as this will manifest itself on the target 

as pulled shots and larger groups. 

Accuracy is also important, so as your 

groups get smaller in size, also work on 

centering them in the circles. Think of 

the larger circles as speed targets and 

the smaller circles as accuracy/precision 

targets. The larger circles provide leeway for 

a little less stringent trigger control — you 

can add speed to fill out the added area of 

the circle. It essentially gives you room to 

go faster. For the smaller circles, you must 

focus on pure trigger control. The smaller 

circles are less forgiving and require perfect 

trigger activation. 

In the beginning, you can focus on keep-

ing your five-shot groups inside the large 

circles. When you get better, you can keep 

your groups inside the smaller circles. When 

you get good, you can focus on making five 

shots in the same hole. When you get really 

good, you can practice switching gears from 

the large circles (more speed and less trigger 

control) to the smaller circles (more precision 

and more trigger control).

The beauty of simple drills is that you can 

make them your own by adding distance, 

time restraints, par times, and so forth, mak-

ing the drill multidimensional. Always take 

lessons from your performance and work on 

weaknesses until they’re no longer weakness-

es. You can learn a lot just by paying atten-

tion and being in the moment. Self-analysis 

is one of the biggest paths to progression. 

Scoring is pretty simple on this drill. Any 

shot outside the circle doesn’t count, and the 

goal is to make them all count. 

COURSE OF FIRE

Rounds required: 50 (minimum)

1. With the target at 3 to 5 yards, engage 

each circle with five rounds. 

2. The bigger circles are meant to be shot 

as fast as you can keep the shots inside the 

circle, while the smaller circles are meant to 

be shot for the smallest group possible. 

Scoring: Every shot needs to be inside the 

circles to count, so make them all count. W
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Want Swag? Download this Skills & Drills target on RECOILweb, print it out, and give it a go! Toss a target or range pic up with it, and tag it #RECOILskills 

for your chance at some choice gear.
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LENGTH 

(COMPACT/LARGE): 

6.2/7.2
INCHES

BARREL LENGTH

(COMPACT/LARGE): 

3.9/4.8
INCHES

ACTION: 

SEMI-AUTO

YEARS OF PRODUCTION: 

1899 TO 1901

CALIBER: 

.32 AUTO

(7.62MM BROWNING)

CAPACITY: 

7/8
(COMPACT/LARGE)

BROWNING

MODEL 1899
CALIBER: 

BROWNING

MODEL 1899

T
he 1890s were a time of transi-

tion for the Browning brothers. 

By the turn of the century, they 

would be separated from their 

long-standing relationship with 

Winchester, begin exploring the world 

of gun design overseas, and get into 

the semi-automatic handgun market.

Browning had sold several handgun 

patents to Colt during this time, but 

the production of those designs was 

delayed. This opened the door for what 

would become Browning’s other great 

partnership, with the Belgian-based 

company Fabrique Nationale (FN). 

By the turn of the 20th century, 

FN needed to capture the commercial 

market to stay in business. At that 

time, FN was known for its military 

rifles — and bicycles, but that’s a 

story for another time. The company’s 

BY ASHLEY HLEBINSKY

PHOTOS COURTESY CODY FIREARMS MUSEUM

The First Pistol With a Slide

sales director, Hart O. Berg, had an 

idea to put FN on the map in the 

commercial handgun space. Berg was 

from Connecticut, home of all things 

gun design in the 19th century, and 

knew Browning. And thus, the Model 

1899 semi-automatic pistol was born. 

The Model 1899 marked the fi rst 

time a pistol featured a slide. While 

semi-automatic handguns existed 

before this design, they utilized other 

means to self-load, including a toggle 

lock. While this gun was made for the 

commercial market, FN still pushed it 

in military trials. Modifi cations to the 

gun transformed it into the military 

Model 1900. Production ceased on 

the 1899 in 1901, opening the Model 

1900 to the commercial market as well. 

You often see the Model 1899 and 

1900 lumped together. However, they 

BROWNING 
MODEL 1899

T
he 1890s were a time of transi-

BY ASHLEY HLEBINSKY

PHOTOS COURTESY CODY FIREARMS MUSEUM

The First Pistol With a Slide

sales director, Hart O. Berg, had an 

BROWNING 
MODEL 1899

differed greatly, and 

the former is far more 

rare. So, if you’re car-

rying a Model 1899, you may want to 

leave it in your pocket and not let too 

many collectors know you have it. 

After his break up with 

Winchester, Browning 

spent much of his time 

overseas. He maintained 

regular communication, 

much of it through hand-

written letters with his 

brother, Matthew, in order 

to maintain manufactur-

ing relationships back 

home.

FLASHBACK
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sigsauer.com

365 Ammunition from SIG SAUER® has been 

designed and optimized specifi cally for today’s 

short barreled every day carry pistols. Delivering 

superior on-target energy with maximum weight 

retention and optimal expansion while reducing 

recoil for increased control and accuracy. 

OPTIMIZE

YOUR EDC




